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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is not to explain Juan Rulfo in the light 

of William Faulkner, although the latter's influence among Spanish 

American writers is unquestionable. Rather, I propose to specifically 

examine Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom! and Rulfo's Pedro Paramo in com

parative terms, since both novels are about the conflict between human 

desire and reality: they deal with longings, particularly those of 

Thomas Sutpen and Pedro paramo, which never achieve ultimate satisfac

tion, in spite of these central characters' overwhelming and obsessive 

will to power which creates Sutpen's Hundred and Comala in the image 

of each protagonist. Each character tries to assume the omnipotence of 

a god, once his unthinking participation in the existential reality has 

been destroyed by chance traumatic occurrences. Comparable metamorphic 

organizing images exist in the two novels: a square and a circle. 

They represent the protagonists' conception of a protected space/world 

with an illusory center, born out of desire and representing an ideal 

which would render meaningful Sutpen's and Paramo's existence. The 

heart of Sutpen's dream is an heir to continue his dynasty and Paramo 

is haunted by the idealized Susana whom he claims to be the reason of 

all his actions. However, the two fabricated worlds are eventUally 

revealed as fictions, and the centers of both structures collapse into 

the dust of reality. What remains of the two protagonists is only a 

motionless marble tombstone in a decayed plantation and a crumbled 
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heap of stones in a moribund village. The inheritors of the two worlds 

are a mulatto idiot and an incestuous couple. 

After commenting on some critical opinions of the two novels 

and their protagonists, I trace the conception, the workings, and the 

collapse, with its consequences, of the two worlds of desire. I follow 

an approximately chronological order, although the two texts are any

thing but chronological. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

William Faulkner's popularity and influence among Spanish 

American writers is unquestionable. Katalin Kulin, among others, 

claims that writers such as Manuel Rojas, Carlos Fuentes, and particu-

larly Juan Carlos Onetti, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Juan Rulfo, are 

influenced by Faulkner more directly than by any other writer, including 

James Joyce. However, elements such as the creation of an imaginary 

world which Faulkner, Rulfo, Garc!a Marquez, and Onetti have in common 

are not explained solely by Faulkner's influence on the latter three, 

whose originality is undeniable. Rather, Kulin claims, the more pro-

found cause of the parallels between Faulkner and these Latin American 

writers lies in their similar personal experiences, particularly child-

hood experiences, which feature in the creation of their art, insofar as 

the rural state of Mississippi of some seventy years ago is comparable 

to the present day rural Latin America, both culturally and economi-

1 cally. This attitude of Ku1in is supported by an earlier article of 

Cecil Robinson entitled "The Fall of 'The Big House~ in the Literature 

of the Americas," which discusses the similarities between the Latin 

American and the Southern North American "phenomena of 'the big house' 

lKatalin Kulin, "Razones y caracter!sticas de 1a influencia de Faulkner 
la [sic] ficcion latinoamericana moderna," Sin Nombre, 6, 1 (Julio
Septiembre de 1975), 20-22. 
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and the great plantations, of the nla.E:lters and the slaves, of the splen-

dor and hauteur of a landed aristocracy, and of its destruction by the 

whirlwind.,,2 It was the examination in this article of Thomas Sutpen's 

patriarchal figure and his attempt to establish the big house at 

Sutpen's Hundred that first drew my attention to a similar attempt by 

Pedro Paramo to make out of the run-down hacienda of the Media Luna a 

comparable center of a world in microcosm. 

James E. Irby, in his study of Faulkner's influence on Lino 

Novas Calvo, Juan Carlos Onetti, Jose Revueltas, and Juan Rulfo, 

examines general similarities between Faulkner and Rulfo, and does 

briefly comment on the similarities between Absalom, Absalom! and Pedro 

Paramo, but he does not specifically compare Sutpen's Hundred and the 

Media Luna. Rather, he concentrates on the characters Sutpen and 

Paramo as obsessed personalities who "no evolucionan, sino que son 

siempre los mismos y mas bien van revelando su naturaleza poco a poco 

en diversos gestos y reacciones.,,3 Talking of the two novels, he 

states: "En efecto, ambas obras intentan personificar una realidad en 

la figura de un solo hombre despotico a quien se exam ina a traves del 

tiempo en una asombrosa multiplicidad de visiones parciales. ,,4 
• • • 

In Pedro himself he sees a figure of external aggression and internal 

2Cecil Robinson, "The Fall of 'The Big House' in the Literature of the 
Americas," Arizona Quarterly, 24, No.1 (Spring 1968), 23. 

2 

3James East Irby, La influencia de William Faulkner en cuatro narradores 
hispanoamericanos (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 
1956), unpublished thesis, p. 158. 

4 Irby, p. 158. 



passivity5 (a matter noted earlier by Blanco Aguinaga and echoed by 

Rodriguez Alcala and Joseph Sommers, among others), dominated by "su 

sueno de amor por Susana, que sera la ilusion inalcanzable de toda su 

vida.,,6 

The theme of obsessive illusion which is Pedro's impossible 

love for Susana appears among all major commentators on Pedro Paramo. 

It is less noticeable among the critics of Faulkner, but it is there. 

Cleanth Brooks, for example, says that "Thomas Sutpen is an obsessed 

man, living in a private dream that has little relation to reality.,,7 

Both Sutpen and Paramo ignore the real and cling to illusion. It could 

be said that both Absalom, Absalom! and Pedro Paramo are testimonies to 

the protagonists' battle with brute reality of existence to make it 

3 

conform to the idealistic fabrications they have developed in an attempt 

to impose their will on it, almost in a godlike fashion. Floyd Merrell 

calls P6.ramo a "god-figure, and 'prime mover' of Comala,,8 while Violeta 

Peralta views him as "el Poder aislado en el laberinto de au soledad.,,9 

Harss and Dohman claim he is "rapacious in his lust for absolute power 

5Irby , p. 156. 

6 Irby, p. 155. 

7Claanth Brooks, William Faulkner: Toward Yokna 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 197 

8 Floyd Merrell, "The Dialectic of Cosmologies in Rulfo's Pedro Paramo," 
The Romanic Review, 68, No.4 (November 1977), 298. 

9Violeta Peralta, '~l hombre como signo en la narrativa de Juan Rulfo, 
in Rulfo: la soledad creadora, gen. ed. Graciela Maturo (Buenos Aires: 
Fernando Garcia Cambeiro, 1975), p. 67. 



10 over the region he commands." As for Sutpen, David Minter sees him 

as "a creator" and a kingll while Hyatt Waggoner says that "Sutpen was 

a cold and ruthless man motivated by a driving ambition to be his own 

d ,,12 go • 

There are other interesting similarities in background and 

character of the two protagonists. Sutpen's parents, for example, are 

poor mountain people; Paramo's parents are debt-ridden land-owners. 

Both men are ruthless, self-made tyrants who have acquired riches be-

cause of early "affronts" that obsess them. Thomas Sutpen wants power 

4 

and riches through a~quisition of land and slaves because of a traumatic 

early experience, much discussed by the critics: as a poor white boy 

he had been ordered by a black slave to the back entrance of a mansion; 

acquiring more land and a bigger mansion is his means of revenge against 

the owner of the plantation. Edwin Hunter says that "he was driven by 

a boyish response to a humiliating experience to get out to get power.,,13 

Pedro Paramo, for his part, unscrupulously becomes a powerful owner of 

lands in universal revenge for his father's having been accidentally 

killed by an unknown person at a wedding party. Harss and Dohmann call 

it a "grudge" against the community for his father's death14 and 

10Luis Harss and Barbara Dohmann, Into the Mainstrea.m (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1967), p. 267. 

IlDavid Minter, William Faulkner: His Life and Work (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), p. 154. 

l~yatt H. Waggoner, William Faulkner: From Jefferson to the World 
(Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1966), p. 165. 

13Edwin R. Hunter, .;..W..;;;i;:l..;;;l;.:i..;;;a;.;;.m;....;;.F~a~u;,;;;l;.;;;kn~e..;;;r..;;;:_,;,,;N..;;;a;.;;.r..;;;r..;;;a;..;t..;;;i.,;.v~e-==PTr..;;;a;.;:.c....:;;t-=i..;:.c.;:.e-=-=a..;;;n..;;;d.;..P;;..;;..r..;;;o;.;;.s~e 
Style (Washington, D.C.: Windhover Press, 1973), p. 115. 

14 Harss and Dohmann, p. 267. 



Walter Langford also claims the same motivation for Pedro's will to 

power: "When his father is murdered the young Pedro gives up being a 

playboy and begins to exact revenge on the village of Comala and all 

the area and its people.,,15 Most critics, however, led by Blanco 

Aguinaga, believe Pedro's love for Susana to be the cause of his 

aggressiveness: "Toda su violencia y fr:!a cruel dad exteriores no son 

mas que el esfuerzo inutil por conquistar el into cable castillo de su 

BUenO y su dolor interiores.,,16 Sutpen's love, as opposed to Pedro's, 

never centers on a person. "His passion is totally committed to the 

design.,,17 That design is, of course, ownership of slaves and land, 

and an heir to inherit them from Sutpen. 

On their way to apparent success the two energetic, determined, 

self-made protagonists with "designs" in their minds corrupt and per-

vert themselves, earning the right to be called "demon" and "rencor" 

by other characters, because each of them does not realize something 

about himself nor about other human beings. Irving Howe is aware of 

Sutpen's "failure in self-recognition" and calls him "a Satanic hero 

subject only to his own willfulness and the check of fate.,,18 Levins 

and Longley also emphasize bis lack of self-knowledge, and the latter 

15Walter M. Langford, The Mexican Novel Comes of Age (Notre Dame, Ind.: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1971), p. 94. 

16Carlos Blanco Aguinaga, "Realidad y estilo de Juan Rulfo," Revista 
Mexicana de Literatura, 1, No.1 (sept.-oct. 1955), 85. 

Conn.: 

18Irving Howe, William Faulkner: A Critical Study (New York: Random 
House, 1952), p. 223. 

5 



sees his major defect as "the simple inability to feel and to under

stand the feelings of others.,,19 Waggoner, echoed by many other 

critics, suspects that Sutpen's error, in the moral sense, is that "he 

had always treated people as things.,,20 As a matter of fact, both 

Sutpen and Paramo are inhuman to their fellow man and users of people. 

Carlos Blanco Aguinaga thinks tha.t Paramo is tIel {mico personaje porque 

para crearse a sf mismo en la historia ha aplastado a los demas, los 

ha reducido a rumores, a ecos de su presencia •••• ,,2l Pedro himself, 

though, remains an echo of Susana in his interior life.22 John S. 

Brushwood sees Paramo as "the epitome of egocentricity.,,23 In parallel 

terms, Lawrance Thompson believes Sutpen to be an inversion of the 

Biblical king David, and the ultimate tragedy of Absalom, Absalom! the 

fact that "Sutpen's dream was indeed only Sutpen.,,24 

In spite of their egocentricity, Thomas Sutpen and Pedro Paramo 

are seen by criti~s variously as heroic, epic, tragic, and of mythic 

proportions. For example, Longley, who believes the cosmos of 
~ 

19John Lewis Longley, Jr., The Tragic Mask: A study of Faulkner's 
Heroes (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1957), 
p. 210. 

2OWaggoner, p. 167. 

2~lanco Aguinaga, 80. 

2~lanco Aguinaga, 81. 

23John S. Brushwood, Mexico in Its Novel: A Nation's Search for 
Identity (Austin: Univ~rsity of Texas Press, 1966), p. 31. 

24 Lawrance Thompson, William Faulkner: An Introduction and Interpre-
tation (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1963), p. 65. 

6 



Yoknapatawpha to be the cosmos of orthodox Christianity,25 sees Sutpen 

as tragic because of his tragic virtue of "the persistence in a chosen 

line of conduct.,,26 He adds that the character is "a Faust figure of 

fully tragic proportions.,,27 I1se Dusoir Lind, as well as others, also 

perceives Sutpen as a character of heroic stature and a mythic figure 

comparable to Faustus, Abraham, and David.28 Among the Ru1fo commen-

tators, Blanco Aguinaga, Sommers, and George Freeman see Paramo as the 

one truly tragic figure in the novel. Sommers claims Pedro to be an 

"embodiment of tragedy,,29 as well as a figure of "epic stature as 

cacique.,,30 Freeman wTi tes: "The only figure of tragic dimension is 

Pedro. He alone manifests the courage and endurance to make him a 

worthy opponent of the force that rules the cosmos.,,31 Carlos Fuentes 

U1 . pI' 32 sees ysses J.n aramo. 

25Long1ey, p. 9. 

26 Long1eY9 p. 25. 

27Long1ey, p. 157. 

28I1se Dusoir Lind, "The Design and Meaning of Absalom, Absalom!," in 
William Faulkner: Three Decades of Criticism, ed. Frederick J. 
Hoffman and Olga W. Vickery (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc., 1963), p. 279. 

29Joseph Sommers, After the Storm (Albuquerque: The University of 
New Mexico Press, 1968), p. 83. 

30 Sommers, p. 72. 

31George Ronald Freeman, Paradise and Fall in Ru1fo's "Pedro Paramo: " 
Archetype and Structural Unity, CIDOC Cuaderno No. 47 (Cuernavaca: 
Centro Intercultural de Documentacion, 1970), p. 1/30. 

32Car1os Fuestes, La nueva nove1a hispanoamericana (Mexico: J. Mortiz, 
1969), p. 16. 

," 
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Both protagonists certainly reach mythic proportions in the 

eyes of the other characters, towering above them, ruling their lives, 

determining their fates. Pedro Paramo kills a whole village when, with 

Susana's death, he loses interest in life, but even the dead are 

obsessed with him. Thomas Sutpen, in his turn, long dead himself, 

still obsesses Rosa Coldfield and Quentin Compson and intrigues even 

Shreve McCannon, a total outsider to the South. As a matter of fact, 

Joseph Reed sees Sutpen as a myth created by the narrators.33 

A number of critics see mythic elements in Absalom, Absalom! 

Frederick Hoffman, for one, writes about the American vision of an 

Edenic past and the "journey of the American personality from innocence 

to experience.,,34 He applies the concept to Sutpen, art obsessed figure 

who "begins outside time, in a version of Edenic peace and freedom.,,35 

Lind recognizes in the fall of Sutpen and his house "the great myth of 

8 

man's original fall from innocence and the visitation of Divine justice 

upon third and fourth generations.,,36 This fall is not only "the fall 

of the South,,37 but also, through his descent from a "mountain paradise" 

to a slave society, Sutpen's fall from grace.38 

33Joseph W. Reed, Jr., Faulkner's Narrative (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 1973), p. 262. 

34Frederick J. Hoffman, William Faulkner (New York: Twayne Publishers, 
Inc., 1966), p. 27. 

35Hoffman, p. 30 

36L" d 281 l.n , p. • 

37Lind , p. 281. 

38Lind, p. 297. 
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George Fre~man, in his study titled Paradise and Fall in Rulfo's 

"Pedro Paramo" sees the same "man's fall-from-grace,,39 theme in Rulfo's 

novel: he considers the novel to be "a modern reenactment of man's 

continual alienation and fall.,,40 In another place he calls the novel 

"an archetypal representation of man's repeated fall from hope to 

41 abandonment... Freeman is not the only one to find myth in Pedro 

Paramo. Jos6 Ortega, Liliana Befumo Boschi, Costa Ros, Bommers, Manuel 

Duran, Peralta, Ada Teja, Harss and Dohmann, and Fuentes, all comment 

on the mythic images in Pedro Paramo. Critics see mythic center, lost 

paradise, purgatory, and hell in the novel. Comala is a mythic center 

to Ortega, Befumo Boschi, and Costa Ros. To Sommers it is "a ghost 

town and formerly fecund village ••• an infernal place.,,42 To Manuel 

Duran it is a "para:!so perdido,,43 and the novel itself is a "version 

moderna y existencial del Purgatorio dantesco. • • Peralta sees 

images of purgatory in the novel, but also absenc~ of the hope of re

demption, suggesting hell.45 Juan Preciado's search for his father is 

also considered a mythic search, and the incestuous couple are an Adam 

39Freeman, p. 0/11. 

40 1/39. Freeman, p. 

41 1/6. Freeman, p. 

42 
77. Sommers, p. 

43Manue1 Duran, Tr:!ptico mexicano (Mexico: Sep/Setentas, 1973), 
p. 15. 

44 ~ Duran, p. 10. 

45 Peralta, p. 40. 
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and an Eve. For example, Ada Teja says that "Juan Preciado es la figura 

que representa el tema de la busqueda en la Historia.,,46 Harss and 

Dohmann comment that in Pedro Paramo ''We see a variant of the Mexican 

myth of the illegitimate child, born of rape, eternally in quest of his 

unknown father.,,47 To Befumo Boschi Juan's search is a search "del 

espacio, de la filiacion y del ser,,48 and also a search of a mythic 

center "donde reside la Primera Pareja •••• ,,49 To Costa Ros the 

brother and sister are the new Adam and Eve, albeit already condemned 

by the church.50 Carlos Fuentes, in La nueva novela hispanoamericana, 

appears to be the first commentator to name the numerous mythic ele-

ments in Pedro Paramo. To Fuentes, mythic imagination is universal and 

today "la novela es mito, lenguaje y estructura.,,51 The value that he 

recognizes in Rulfo's novel is the move beyond the conventions of the 

traditional n~vel, and even beyond the introduction of ambiguity in 

characterization and documental tone that appear in the novel of the 

Mexican Revolution, a move to "la mitificacion de las situaciones, los 

46Ada Teja, ''Pedro Paramo: Dialectica e Historia," Chasqui 5, No. I 
(noviembre 1975), 56. 

47Harss and Dohmann, p. 265. 

48 
Liliana Befumo Boschi, "Pedro Paramo 0 el regreso al hombre," in 
Rulfo: la soledad creadora, gen. ed. Graciela Maturo (Buenos Aires: 
Fernando Garcia Cambeiro, 1975), p. 95. 

49Befumo Boschi, p. 94. 

50Narciso Costa Ros, 'lEI Mundo novelesco de Pedro Paramo," Revista 
Chilena de Liter~, No. 11 (abril 1978), p. 77. 

5~uentes, La nue'lra novela, p. 20. 
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tipos y el lenguaje del campo mexicano. ,,52 
• • • The mythic themes and 

characters that he quickly lists without much elaboration in terms of 

Pedro Paramo are: 

Pero ese joven Telemaco que inicia la contra-odisea en busca 
de su padre perdido, ese arriero que lleva a Juan Preciado a 
la otra orilla, la muerta, de un r!o de polvo, esa voz de la 
madre y amante, Yocasta-Eur!dice, que conduce al hijo y 
amante, Edipo-Orfeo, por los caminos del infierno, esa pareja 
de hermanos ed~nicos y adanicos que duermen juntos en el lodo 
de la creaci611 para iniciar otra vez la generaci6n humana en 
el desierto de Comala, esas viejas virgilianas--Eduviges, 
Damiana, la Cuarraca--, fantasmas de fantasmas, fantasmas que 
contemplan sus propios fantasmas, esa Susana San Juan, 
Electra al reves, el propio Pedro Paramo, Ulises de piedra y 
barro ••• todo este trasfondo m!tico permite a Juan Rulfo 
proyectar la ambigUedad humana de un cacique, sus mujeres, 
sus pistoleros y sus v!ctimas y, a traves de ellos, 
incorporar la tematica del campo y la revoluci6n mexicanos a 
un contexto universal.53 

Fuentes considers Pedro P&ramo one of the modern Latin American 

novels which "se ofrece como un nuevo impulso de fundaci6n, como un 

regreso al acto de la genesis para redimir las culpas de la violaci6n 

original, de la bastard!a fundadora: la conquista de la America 

espa~ola fue un gigantesco atropello, un fusilico descomunal que pob16 

al continente de fusiloquitos, de siete leches, de hijos de la 

chingada.,,54 

The word "fundaci6n" links Rulfo to Faulkner, because in the 

latter Fuentes sees the same impulse: the novel as "autog~nesis: toda 

creacion es un hechizo, una fecundaci6n andr6gina del creador y en 

consecuencia un mito, un acto fundamental: la representaci~n del acto 

5~uentest La nueva novela, p. 16. 

53Fuentes, La nueva novela, p. 16. 

54Fuentes, La nueva novel a , pp. 45-46. 



de la fundaci6n.,,55 Faulkner, like Rulfo, returns to the poetic and 

mythic roots of literature through structure and language: "En 

Faulkner, mediante la busqueda tr~gica de toda 10 no dicho (de la 

escritura imposible) nace el mito del hombre invicto en la derrota, la 

violacion y el dolor.,,56 

There is another significant similarity between Faulkner's and 

12 

Rulfo's novels. Each has an archetypal vision of his land: Faulkner's 

vision of the South is Yoknapatawpha County, and the Sutpen family 

saga, with the Civil War in the foreground; Rulfo's vision of Mexico 

is the town of Comala and the Paramo family saga, with the Mexican Revo-

lution in the background. Absalom, Absalom! can be called the myth of 

the fall of the South, cursed with slavery, and Pedro Paramo can be 

called the myth of the failure of Mexico, cursed by caciquismo. Sutpen 

can be considered the archetype of the Southern plantation owner, and 

Paramo the archetype of the cacique. Many critics see i;:-llem in that 

manner. Brushwood claims that "Nowhere in Mexican l::Lature has the 

caciquismo theme been treated as well as in Pedro paramo.,,57 To him, 

"Pedro Paramo is a cacique, and the novel is the story of his hate and 

the people who are tyrannized by it, including himself. Hate is both 

the cause and the result of his power and hit:, obsessive love for one 

woman.,,58 Manuel Duran states that in the nS.vel "poco a poco vemos 

55Fuentes, La nueva novela, p. 62. 

56Fuentes, La nueva novela, p. 19. 

57Brushwood, p. 33. 

5~rushwood, p. 31. 
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dibujarse la historia de un cacique amargo y cruel, que tj.·as haber 

explotado y hecho sufrir a sus campesinos acaba derrotado por el destino 

al morir la mujer amada.,,59 Manuel Ferrer Chivite thinks that Comala 

f , 
is Mexico City and Pedro is a "s~mbolo del Estado fr10 y ausente de los 

60 problemas del pueblo." Freeman believes that Pedro phamo is "the 

reenactment of the theme of the enslaved peasant and exploiting land

holder.,,6l 

As for the Faulkner novel, Olga Vickery says that Sutpen is 

"a mirror image of the South.,,62 Melvin Backman echoes her by saying 

that "Sutpen's life and career mirror the heritage of the South, moral 

as well as social and politiCal.,,63 Peter Swiggart calls Sutpen the 

"archetypal aristocrat.,,65 Michael Millgate, along with many others, 

also claims that Sutpen represents the Southerners: "What Quentin also 

learns is that the fatal flaw in Sutpen's design was precisGly that 

flaw of man's inhumanity to man inherent in the recent history and 

59Duran , p. 48. 

60Manuel Ferrer Chivite, El laberinto mexicano en/de Juan Rulfo (Mexico: 
Organizaci6n Editorial Novaro, S.A., 1972), p. 37. 

61 Freeman, p. 1/5. 

6201ga W. Vickery, The Novels of William Faulkner: A Critical Inter
pretation (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1964), 
p. 93. 

63Melvin Backman, Faulkner: 
Indiana University Press, 

64 Backman, p. 88. 

The Major Years (Bloom;ngton and London: 
1966), p. 91. 

65peter Swiggart, The Art of Faulkner's Novels (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 1967), p. 38. 
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structure of the South.,,66 Cleanth Brooks, however, disagrees with the 

majority of Faulkner critics by insisting that Sutpen is a representa

tive Americ~ figure rather than a Southern one67 because he exhibits 

68 "a lack of the usual Southern feeling about Negroes" and "takes over 

the color bar almost without personal feeling.,,69 He fights the slaves 

to prove himself the better man. 70 "As for slavery, Sutpen does not 

confine himself to black chattel slavery. He ruthlessly bends anyone 

that he can to his will.,,7l In the Rulfo novel, Paramo's will is 

equally indefatigable. 

Nevertheless~ in spite of their will, and after causing much 

violence, the two protagonists themselves die a violent death, remain-

ing as mythic figures in the imaginations of other characters and in 

the reader's imagination. 

Indeed, the imagination and the mind of the reader has a real 

task in transforming the puzzles of Sutpen and Paramo into meaningful 

wholes because it is only at the end of Absalom, Absalom! and Pedro 

Paramo that impressions, events, characters fall more or less into 

their places. Lynn Levins comm'1!nts on the "jigsaw puzzle" effect of 

66Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William Faulkner (New York: 
Random House, 1966~ p. 158. 

67Brooks, YoknaEatawEha Countr~, p. 426. 

68 YoknaEatawEha Countr~, 299. Brooks, p. 

69 YoknaEatawEha Countr~, 299. Brooks, p. 

70Brooks, YoknaEatawpha Countr~, pp. 299-300. 

71Brooks, YoknaEatawEha Countr~t p. 299. 



the Sutpen legend where the distance between action and motive is 

"filled with conjecture" on the part of the narrators.72 The same 

could be said of the fragmentary form of Rulfo's novel. Brushwood 
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believes that the "book must be read with the subconscious. The reader 

cannot stay outside the novel.,,73 Sommers states that the reader must 

do the interpreting of events.74 Merrell claims the following: "Rulfo 

creates a timeless zone of 'effects without causes,' where there is no 

clear-cut distinction between life and death, and where the reader must 

become one with the protagonist and his ambient.,,75 

In effect, both novelists distort the chronological sequence 

of time, the past invading the present and the present threatening to 

dissolve into the past without notice. The results are interesting. 

A certain super-realism is achieved because, although there is no 

apparent order and logical sequence in the presentation of events, this 

kind of distorted time is truer to the interior reality of man, to the 

way our consciousness functions, to psychological time. Faulkner is 

fully aware of that. Hoffman quotes him from a 1956 interview, talking 

of the characters in his cosmos: "'I can move these people around like 

God, not only in space but in time too. The fact that I have moved my 

characters around ill time successfully, at least in my own estimation, 

7~ynn Gartrell Levins, "The Four Narrative Perspectives in Absalom, 
Absalom!," PMLA, 85, No.1 (January 1970), 35. 

73Brushwood, p. 32. 

74sommers, p. 74. 

75Merrell, "The Dialectic of Cosmologies," p. 289. 



proves to me my own theory that time is a fluid condition which has no 

existence except in the momentary avatars of individual people.,,,76 

16 

Referring to Rulfo's novel, Jose Ortega says: "El tiempo mltico admite 

pluralidad de tiempo y justifica la instantaneidad de Pedro Paramo.,,77 

That play with sequence, however, requires a great deal of effort on 

the reader's part. 

Faulkner, in Absalom, Absalom!, forces the reader to work as 

hard as Quentin and Shreve do in reconstructing the past and deciding 

about Sutpen. The author makes the reader extremely aware of time in 

which the past mingles with the present, invades it, and becomes part 

of it, creating a reality presented on two planes of action: "one 

present and dramatic, the other past and explicative but always influ-

encing the present -- which form the pattern of the Faulkner novels 

which are most original and most characteristically his. The present 

plane catches the action at the beginning of a crisis and follows 

through a catastrophe; the past one recapitulates everything which 

makes the catastrophe inevitable.,,78 Moreover, Faulkner, in this par-

ticular novel, first presents the effects of the action, and only later 

returns to the causes. Quentin, seeing the abandoned mansion of Sutpen, 

receiving fragmentary information as he listens to Rosa, then to his 

father, finally tries to get at the truth, at the beginning of the 

76 Hoffman, p. 21. 

77Jose Ortega, ''Estructura temporal y temporalidad en Pedro Paramo," 
La Palabra y el Hombre, No. 16 (oct.-dic. de 1975), p. 25. 

78w• M. Frohock, The Novel of Violence in America (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1964), p. 153. 
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Sutpen mystery, as he and Shreve (and with them the reader) try to put 

the puzzling, chaotic evidence into one piece. Learning the pattern of 

Sutpen's life, and of those affected by him, from various points of 

view, going backward and forward over the same -- yet different -- mate

rial interpreted by different narrators as if they were parts of a 

Chorus,79 the reader finally can reconstruct an almost-coherent reality. 

The only way in which the author as author helps is through using 

parentheses and italicized type to indicate shifts, to point out flash

backs. 

Juan Ru1fo, in Pedro Paramo, uses many aspects of the same~~ 

technique. In Absalom, Absalom! the reader never hears anything 

directly from Sutpen's mouth; in Pedro Paramo the only matter that is 

not reported either from the points-of-view of various characters or 

from the objective point-of-view is the italicized interior monologue 

of Pedro himself, an elegy to Susana, running as a refrain at intervals 

throughout the novel. However, the reader realizes what the refrain 

means only very late in the work. Only at the end of the novel can 

he put the pieces together, sort out the story of Comala and Paramo, 

combine, judge the various points-of-view, and finally arrive at a 

composite, meaningful picture of that curious world. And, indeed, it 

is a curious reality, sung by a chorus of dead inhabitants of the now 

moribund town of Comala, placed in a timeless region which cannot be 

comprehended through rational observation. 

79 Howe, p. 225. 



The effects -- the dead town -- are given here before the 

causes, as in Absalom, Absalom! Only at the end of the story the 

reader finds out why Comala is lifeless and deserted. Slowly, out of 

the more than sixty fragmentary scenes often juxtaposed in mood and 

content, emerges a metaphoric vision, a large mural of life and death 

in Comala. Out of a shifted, distorted world of external events 

emerges the form of its reality. Actions seen (first by both Juan 

Preciado, the part-time narrator, and the reader, then only by the 

reader) become moments of awareness. The importance of imagery and 

individual statically presented scenes becomes apparent, since there is 

no use attempting to see any time order. First, Juan comes to Comala, 

a sun-baked, dusty, dreary, nearly empty town. Then, in juxtaposition, 

emerge vivid scenes from Pedro PAramo's childhood, beginning with the 

images of rain water and refreshing wind, green hills and Susana's sea-

green eyes. Time becomes spatial, not chronological, because it is not 

the time of the ordinary human beings but that of the dead. Sommers, 

in fact, thinks that a central theme of the novel is "the blurring of 

the lines between life and death, with a resultant fusing of the two 

80 states." 

In Pedro Paramo death and the dead live and obsess those who 

are still alive. In fact, the dead, no longer hampered by limitations 

of time, seem to be more alive than the living. The village is nearly 

extinct now, haunted by echoes, voices, shadows, and restless ghosts. 

Underneath the apparent calm and heat of the middle of the day, this 

80 Sommers, p. 90 
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world created by Juan Rulfo is moved by violence, passion, and a sense 

of fatality, not unlike the fatality felt by several characters in 

Absalom, Absalom! Above all, this world is moved by the disruption of 

frontiers between life and death, between the conscious and the uncon

scious, as well as by the disappearance of all measures of time. In 

short, it exists in the dimension of myth. Pedro Paramo looms large in 

it, as does Thomas sutpen in the world of Yoknapatawpha. 



CHAPTER 2 

BIRTH OF DESIRE AND WILL 

"man's sum ••• unvarying nil stalemante of dust 
and desire." 

William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury 

"l-La ilusion? Eso cuesta caro." 
Juan Rulfo, Pedro Paramo 

Thomas Sutpen of Absalom, AbsalomL and Pedro Paramo of Pedro 

Paramo are monomaniacs before they are anything else. Their single-

mindedness dissolves ambiguities; it allows for a beginning and an end; 

and it makes them equal to each other. One's dream is a "design" for a 

dynasty based on money and possession, represented by an heir; and the 

other's, a dream to control the world he lives in and to possess an 

idealized woman. To a certain degree, monomania allows each character 

to choose deliberately his own ending because it has built in both an 

almost superhuman will, expressing itself mostly as a Will to power. 

When their created worlds collapse and they realize that their obses-

sive goals have not, after all, become reality, not in their most 

significant aspects, both exercise their will to choose their ends 

no small feat, since practically all the other characters in the two 

novels have no such choice. 

The decision to create a protected space for the habitation of 

their ideals -- and, at the end, the decision to exit from reality --

20 
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comes as an epiphany after a soul-wrenching shock. In Sutpen's case, 

the moment of the initial trauma is described in detail at its occur-

rence; in Paramo's case it has to be surmised. In both cases, it 

changes drastically the character's attitude toward reality and his 

manner of participation in life. 

As a child and as an adolescent growing up in the small town of 

Comala, in a family that had been quite rich, but had lost, with time, 

a considerable amount of property, Pedro is a dreamy child and young 

man, and rather uninvolved with his surroundings. In the early scenes 

he is shown reluctant to go on errands to town and indifferent to im-

portant and serious events in the family, such as his grandfather's 

death: he does not participate in the novena for his recently dead 

grandfather and is reproached for it by his mother. l The reason for 

his lack of involvement in daily or major life affairs appears to be 

his intense internal involvement with the image of his lovely playmate 

Susana San Juan who is to remain Pedro's heart's desjxe for the rest 

of his life. He seems to dawdle at length in the "excusado" daydream-

ing about Susana instead of helping his ~'andmother with the corn (pp. 

16-17). On the other hand, he has a normal child's view of money, 

evident in an incident much commented by the critics as an example of 

Pedro's early greed for money. When his mother sends him on an errand 

to town, he picks up a peso from the flowerpot, leaving there twenty 

centavos he had encountered elsewhere, and thinks, "'Ahora me sobrara 

lJuan Rulfo, Pedro Paramo, 6th ed. (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 
1964), p. 19. All further references to this work appear in the text. 
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dinero para 10 que se ofrezca'" (p. 18). Ferrer Chivite, among others, 

says that such incidents are signs "del caracter soberbio y codicioso 

de Pedro ParaIno, y de nino.,,2 I see no extremity of greed here but 

rather a typical child's view of money which could be exchanged for 

"goodieso" If he were inordinately greedy, Pedro would have taken the 

twenty centavos as well. 

It is true, as a youth he is rather sullen and rebellious, as 

another critic claims.3 His grandmother reproaches him for not work-

ing at the telegraph office, his job at the time, but Pedro's answer 

is that he is expected, while being paid next to nothing, not only to 

do the job, but also to babysit. When the grandmother calls for 

patience, humility, and resignation, Pedro answers: "'Que se resignen 

otros, abuela, yo no estoy para resignaciones'" (p. 24). 'l'he fact that 

he is lazy and a womanizer is well known in Comala. Even his own 

father believes that Pedro is good-for-nothing. The sullenness and mis-

use of his energies may well be connected with frustration in relation 

to Susana San Juan. Just as earlier he had sought privacy in the bath-

room and solitude in his room in order to be able to occupy himself 

with dreams of Susana, his present behavior may be the result of frus-

tration because Susana, who hates Comala, is either about to leave it 

or has already left. The telegraph fragment, Pedro's ref~aing to work 

that day, is introduced by these words of his subsequent recollection: 

'''El dia que te fuiste entendi que no te volver{a aver. Ibas tenida 

~errer Chivite, p. 65. 

3Costa Ros, p. 50. 
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de roja por el sol de la tarde, por el crepusculo ensangrentado del 

cielo. Sonrefas. Dejabas atras un pueblo del que muchas veces me 

dijiste: "Lo quiero por ti; pero 10 odio por todo 10 demas, hasta por 

. d ' 1 ' L" ' • , " , haber naC1 0 en e.' Pens~: No regresara Jamas; no volvera nunc~ " 

(p. 24). 

However, I do not believe that it is Susana's leaving Comala 

that catapults Pedro into action. Rather, his reaction seems to ex-

press hopelessness. What shocks him into a new direction is his 

father's death. Incorrectly, I believe, critical comments on Pedro's 

character and suppositions as to his motivation for becoming the cacique 

of Comala revolve around Susana. Narciso Costa Ros in "El mundo 

novelesco de Pedro Paramo," an article in which he has worked out an 

elaborate scheme of dating births, events, and deaths, says this: 

"Pedro Paramo no toma la direcci6n efectiva de la Media Luna a causa 

de la muerte de su padre, sino movido por otra razon, la partida de 

Susana.,,4 And a few lines later, "Pedro Pcttamo, en su afan de recon-

quistar a Susana, inmediatamente despues de su partida decide con

vertirse en el arno y seffor de la comarca.,,5 Costa Ros bases his 

assumption on timing: that the assassination of Don Lucas, the father, 

follows soon after the death of the grandfather in 1874, that Susana 

leaves in February of 1880, and that in April of that same year Pedro 

takes the reins of the Media Luna in his hands and chooses to seek 

power by proposing to Dolores. But some of Costa Ros's dating is based 

4 Costa Ros, p. 30 

5Costa Ros, p. 30. 
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on pure conjecture, and much of it on what certain characters, not 

necessarily reliable for remembering or for placing events exactly in 

time, say. He ignores entirely, in his dating system, the thoughts of 

Fulgor Sedano who comes to the Media Luna to discuss ranch affairs, 

twice within two weeks, soon after the death of Pedro's father. There 

is a new mourning cloth over the door besides the faded one -- for the 

grandfather, I suppose. On the first occasion Pedro demands that the 

"don" should be added to his name when Fulgor addresses him. In his 

mind Fulgor sees this comment as the moment of Pedro's rebirth: 

"porque el Pedrito estaba recien nacido •• • • Y le resulto que le 

hablaba como a un igual. ;Vaya!" (p. 39). And a bit later: "l,Quien 

era aquel muchacho para hablarle as!? Ni su padre don Lucas Paramo 

h b " t °d h 1 Y d t ~ to'" h b' se a ~a a rev~ 0 a acer o. e pron 0 es e, que Jamas se a ~a 

parado en la Media Luna, ni conoc!a de oidas el trabajo, le hablaba 

como a un ganan" (p. 39). On this first occasion Pedro finds out from 

Fulgor how badly in debt the ranch is and proceeds to deal with the 

matter by erasing the debts to the Preciados by marriage to Dolores. 

His excuse for not showing interest earlier is, supposedly, his former 

obedience to don Lucas who had not liked her. Fulgor tells Dolores 

Preciado: '" Ahora que el [don LucasJ ya no erlste, no hay ningtfn 

impedimento. Fue su primera decision •••• '" (p. 42), meaning Pedro's 

first decision after his father's death. 

On his way back to the Media Luna two weeks later Fulgor is 

thinking: 

"lOe d6nde diablos habra sac ado esas manas el muchacho? -
pensb Fulgor Sedano mientras regresaba a la Media Luna --. 



Yo no esperaba de e1 nada. 'Es un in~ti1', decfa de 61 mi 
difunto patron don Lucas. 'Un flojo de marca.' Yo 1e daba 
1a razon. 'Cuando me muera vayase buscando otro trabajo, 
Fu1gor.' IS!, don Lucas.' 'Con decir1e, Fu1gor, que he 
intent ado mandar10 a1 seminario para ver si a1 menos eso 
1e da para comer y mantener a su madre cuando yo 1es fa1te; 
pero ni a eso se decide.' •• 8 'No se cuenta con e1 para 
nada, ni para que me sirva de bord6n servira cuando yo est~ 
v1eJo. Se me malogr6, que quiere usted, Fulgor.' 'Es una 
verdadera l~stima, don Lucas'" (p. 41). 

From the above quoted paragraph I deduce not only his father's 

opinion of Pedro but also that at the time Fu1gor is remembering the 

conversation between himself and don Lucas, the latter could not have 

been dead long, as Costa Ros claims. Obviously, soon after the man's 

death and before looking for work elsewhere, Fu1gor has shown up at 

the ranch not only to tell Pedro what is going on with the estate, but 
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also to estimate the young man in view of his own decision as to whether 

to retain the manager's position, in case Pedro would want him to con-

tinue. Pedro, the lazy one, certainly has surprised Fulg~r not only by 

taking matters so quickly into his own hands and by being arrogant to 

Fulgor, but also by his astuteness and the ability to make rapid 

decisions. That is why, two weeks later, Sedano decides to remain as 

manager for Pedro. 

Pedro's attitude and behavior v in my view, change with the 

shock of his father's arbitrary and violent death, shortly before the 

preceding events, in the town of Vilmayo, at a wedding party. The 

fatal incident wakes him to a realization of the fragility of his own 

physical existence and of utter helplessness and vulnerability in face 

of the capriciousness, unpredictability, and chaos of reality. His 

need to dominate and to be in control is mainly motivated by the urge 
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to self-preservation. His vengefulness is an expression of his fear. 

Feeling defenseless against chance, he does what he can, even twelve 

years after his father's death, to hunt down any man who had anything 

to do with the wedding in Vilmayo on tIel dia de San Crist6bal" when 

his father died by accident. Dorotea and Juan hear the grave-yard mut-

terings of one of Pedro's victims whom he did not kill, but only 

crippled, but who has died since. The man, significantly, says: '''Me 

dej6 cojo, como ustedes ven, y manco si ustedes quieren. Pero no me 

mate. Dicen que se me torcio un ojo [emphasis added] desde entonces 

• • .'" (p. 83). Juan asks Dorotea who the man is, an occasion for 

her to remember don Lucas' death: 

Ve tu a saber. Alguno de tantos. Pedro Paramo causo tal 
mortandad despues que Ie mataron a su padre, que se dice casi 
acabo con los asistentes a la boda en la cual don Lucas Paramo 
iba a fungir de padrino. Y eso que a don Lucas nomas Ie toco 
de rebote, porque al parecer la cosa era contra el novio. Y 
como nunc a se supo de donde hab{a salido la bala que Ie pego 
a el, Pedro P~amo arras~ parejo. Eso fue alIa en el cerro 
de Vilmayo, donde estaban unos ranchos de los que ya no queda 
ni el rastro • • ." (p. 83). 

Even when Pedro is at the height of his power, he is still haunted by 

his father's death. On the morning of Miguel's death, for example, 

before he is told of his son's fatal fall, Pedro is remembering his 

father's death and recalling his mother's words: '" jHan matado a tu 

padre! '" (p. 71). "Nunc a qui so revivir ese recuerdo porque Ie traia 

otros, comi si rompiera un costal repleto y luego quisiera contener el 

grano. La muerte de su padre que arrastro otras muertes y en cada una 

de elIas estaba siempre la imagen de la cara despedazada; roto un ojo 

[emphasis added] mirando vengativo el otro" (p. 71). 
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It is his father's vengeful eye that prompts Pedro to become 

"un rencor vivo" (p. 10), the killer and not the killed. And to manipu-

late, order, and control the environment, to impose his will on the 

world. That is when his new self and his will are born, the need to 

change the "'''it was" into a "thus I willed it,,,,,,6 the refusal to have 

the past repeat itself: 

"'It was'--that is the name of the will's gnashing of teeth 
and most secret melancholy. Powerless against what has been 
done, he is an angry spectator of all that is past. The· 
will cannot will backwards; and that he cannot break time 
and time's covetousness, that is the will's loneliest melan
choly. 

"Willing liberates; what means does the will devise for 
himself to get rid of his melancholy and to mock his dungeon? 
Alas, every prisoner becomes a fool; and the imprisoned will 
redeems himself foolishly. That time does not run backwards, 
that is his wrath; 'that which was' is the name of the stone 
he cannot move. And so he moves stones out of wrath and 
displeasure, and he wreaks revenge on whatever does not feel 
wrath and displeasure as he does. Thus the will, the liber
ator, took to hurting; and on all who can suffer he wreaks 
revenge for his inability to go backwards. This, indeed 
this alone, is what revenge is: the will's ill will against 
time and its 'it was.''? 

Thus Pedro Paramo invents a new self. He casts off his inertia, 

and starts his drive for domination and control by getting rid of 

family debts and by acquiring lands. By proposing marriage to Dolores 

Preciado -- the Paramos' largest debt is to the Preciado sisters who, 

in addition, own the Enmedio, a large ranch bordering the Media Luna --

he is on the way to doing both. That calculated move is also certain 

6Friedrich Nietzsche, "Thus Spoke Zara"l:hustra," in The Portable 
Nietzsche, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Viking Press, 1954), 
p. 251. 

7Nietzsche, pp. 251-252. 
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to enhance his status in the community; to reinforce the image, young 

as he is, he demands to be called "don" Pedro, even by Fu1gor. His 

ruthless efforts to own all of the valley's lands, efforts that include 

the murder of his neighbor Aldrete, and their success will assure his 

invUlnerability in facing an unpredictable and threatening universe. 

At this point, though, I do not believe that the possibility of having 

Susana back occurs to him. Later -- when he has Coma1a totally in his 

control, when the new self, the new image of Pedro, is well established 

-- he feels omnipotent enough even for that. 

Thomas Sutpen also acquires a new self after his "I" is 

threatened in a traumatic moment by the "Other." Like Paramo, he also 

feels the need to become invulnerable, but under different circum-

stances. His trauma occurs at the door of a "great house" in the 

Virginia Tidewater area, when he is about thirteen or fourteen years 

old. Arriving at the front door of a plantation owner's mansion with 

a message, he is turned away by a "monkey nigger" -- even before he 

has a chance to deliver the message -- and is told "'never to come to 

8 that front door again but to go around to the back. tt, Besides a sense 

of insignificance and extreme poverty, what he feels at that door, 

without realizing that he feels it, is the pain of fatal humiliation. 

The affront awakens the barefoot and patch-clothed boy to 

seeing not only how the 1and-and-slave owning whites see the "hi11-

billies" or the "poor white trash" from the mountains: as brutish 

and animal-like, 

8William Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (New York: Random House, 1951), 
p. 232. All further references to-this work appear in the text. 



"as cattle, creatures heavy and without grace, brutely evacu
ated into a world without home or purpose for them, who would 
in turn spawn with brutish and vicious prolixity, populate, 
double treble and compound, fill space and earth with a race 
whose future would be a succession of cut-down and patched 
and made-over garments bought on exorbitant credit because 
they were white people, from stores where niggers were given 
the garments free" •• " (p. 235). 

It also strikes him that the "niggers" see the poor whites in the same 

way. He sees himself through the eyes of the black servant for a 

moment while the slave is turning the boy away from the front door. 

The slave is "'looking down at him from within the half-closed door 

during that instant in which, before he knew it, something in him had 

escaped and -- he unable to close the eyes of it -- was looking out 

from within the balloon face just as the man who did not even have to 

wear the shoes he owned ••• '" (p. 234). 

Soon after this Thomas will formulate his "design;" he will 

aim for possession and respectability (as well as the power that 

accompanies them in his adopted society). Yet his unconscious need 

to humiliate others in turn, to defy "it was," will cause serious dif-

ficulties. That, combined with the unacknowledged, unadmitted hatred 

for blacks, will both destroy his design and ultimately be the immedi-
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ate cause of his own death. Haunted by the face of the "monkey nigger," 

just as Paramo is haunted by the face of his dead father, Sutpen is 

propelled now by vengeance not only against the plantation owner, but 

also against the blacks who, although at the bottom of the Southern 

pyramid of power, nevertheless judge and despise the "white trash." 

That motive is the only one to explain satisfactorily Sutpen's later 

vicious hand-to-hand combats with his own wild slaves in the barn, at 



night, with the "gentlemen" plantation owners for audience.. By always 

winning Sutpen not only asserts his dominance and physical control 

over the slaves; he also gets revenge against the long-ago "monkey 

nigger," although not consciously. 

To understand that, it is necessary to know Sutpen's back-

ground. He was born in the mountains of what later was named West 

Virginia to a large family of woodsmen, crude and uneducated, frontier 

people living in a "state of pre-historical innocence,,,9 where personal 

physical prowess and individual survival skills mattered, but where 

ownership of land or slaves, or the sense of superiority for owning 

objects or land, was unheard of: 

"Because where he lived the land belonged to anybody and every
body and so the man who would go to the trouble and work to 
fence off a piece of it and say 'This is mine' was crazy; and 
as for objects, nobody had any more of them than you did be
cause everybody had just what he was strong enough or energetic 
enough to take and keep, and only that crazy man would go to 
the trouble to take or even want more than he could eat or 
swap for powder and whiskey" (p. 221). 

It is only during the gradual descent from the mountains into the low-

lands that he becomes aware of land division and class/race division 

"'because of what color their skins happened to be and what they 

happened to own, and where a certain few men not only had to power of 

life and death and barter and sale over others, but they had living 

human men to perform the endless repetitive personal offices "' • 

(pp. 221-222). Not only the difference between black and white, but 

also between white and white emerges. It is evident in how his 

drunkard father is treated in taverns "'where the old man was not 

9 Hoffman, p. 27. 



even allowed to come in by the front [emphasis added] door and from 

which his mountain drinking manners got him ejected before he would 

have time to get drunk good '" (p. 225). For a long while, though, 

Thomas simply accepts without question both his father's treatment 

and the arrogant lounging rich plantation owners as well as the slaves 

that surround them. It is only at the moment of trauma that the 

epiphany, the revelation springs into place: 

"before the monkey nigger who carne to the door had finished 
saying what he said, he seemed to kind of dissolve and a 
part of him turn and rush back through the two years they 
had lived there, like when you pass through a room fast and 
look at all the objects in it and you turn and, go back 
through the room again and look at all the objects from the 
other side and you find out you had never seen them before, 
rushing back through those two years and seeing a dozen 
things that had happened and he hadn't even seen them 
before" (pp. 229-230): 

the way poor whites looked at blacks, the way the blacks reacted, the 

way they were beaten up in lieu of their masters; where he himself 

stood in that hierarchy at the moment in front of "'that white door 
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with the monkey nigger barring it and looking down at him in his patched 

made-over jeans (:lothes and no shoes ••• It, (p. 232). 

However, the idea of personal strength as the measure of a 

man's worth and 1:he moving power behind those in control of life is 

never abandoned by sutpen. The mountain people's tradition on which 

he has been raised never totally leaves him. He bases his judgments 

on it although superficially he tries to adhere to the Southern plan-

ter's image. Nevertheless, his behavior at its most telling moments 

is unlike that of the other plantation owners. He remains primitive 

and continues to believe in personal prowess to show who is the best 



man, although he adds to his primitive self-reliance the concept of 

ownership of both land and people, which he encounters upon descending 

into the lowlands. 

The idea of ownership, of possession, does not occur to young 

Sutpen at the door of the mansion. 10 First, he runs away to a cave 

in the woods and tries to comprehend his situation, but without much 

success. He simply is not familiar enough with the new caste system 

where ownership make~ an individual superior while poverty makes him 

inferior, a nonentity. In the mountains, matters had been different: 

"'he could not have conceived of the owner taking such crass advantage 

of the luck which gave the rifle to him rather than to another as to 
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say to other men: Because I own thiB rifle, my arms and legs and blood 

and bones are superior to yours'" (pp. 228-229). Now, rifles the boy 

is familiar with and he had become rather a good marksman from his 

practice on small game in the mountains. The thought that he could 

shoot the plantation owner does occur to him, but something in him 

says that this particular solution would be no solution at all. And 

it would not. Killing one rich man would not stop the other rich men 

nor their slaves -- from feeling contempt for the hillbillies. 

Sutpen still would be the object of scorn, insignificant and vulner-

able. His newly born and immensely injured ego -- until now he had 

10Mythic heroes retire to caves or other womb-like places to be reborn 
symbolically and to emerge with new knowledge, with a boon for their 
community. But in Faulkner's novels often the old myths no longer 
function properly. In his cave, Sutpen is initiated into self
centeredness and cold rationality, and his gift to the community 
is to start a chain of vengefulness. 
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simply and unconsciously participated in the ilow of existence -- tells 

him that '" he would have to do something about it in order to live with 

himself for the rest of his life'" (p. 234). But he does not know yet 

what he is to do. He leaves the woods and goes to the shack that he 

calls home. At night, in bed, he continues searching for the solution, 

and returns to rifles: 

"He thought 'If you were fixing to combat them that had the 
fine rifles, the first thing you would do would be to get 
yourself the nearest thing to a fine rifle you could borrow 
or steal or make, wouldn't it?' and he said Yes. 'But this 
aint a question of rifles. So to combat them you have got 
to have what they have. • •• You got to have land and 
niggers and a fine house to combat them with. You see?' and 
he said Yes again" (p. 238). 

Sutpen's "design" is conceived. He has chosen to reject the emotional 

solution to the affront, and to deal rationally with the situation. 

That same night he leaves his family and heads for the West Indies to 

get rich so that he can in time have more land, more slaves, and a 

finer mansion than anyone else, to achieve his revenge against "them" 

by gaining power, respectability, and ownership. 

While the accomplishment of the design is still in the future, 

at the moment of the decision Sutpen achieves consciousness and begins 

to see the otherness of the world, of reality, of blacks, of planta-

tion owners. This moment is his personal and irrevocable fallout of 

unconsciousness into the universe. Out of the feeling of helpless 

shock rises his need to control and impose his will on the world in 

order to survive the trauma, at the cost of personal human relation-

ships or emotional commitment, any commitment to anything but his de-

sign that is to make him invulnerable. It is now that he begins to 



believe in the illusion of individual power which he will never abandon, 

against any odds. Moments after he discovers the sense of reality, he 

loses it to illusion. He will come to believe in his own indestruc-

tibility and success: a man full of the arrogance of power "cannot 

believe that the omnipotent 'me' can be condemned for its actions. 

The laws that apply to the common run of mortals have nothing to do 

with him."ll That conviction is clearly written on his face many years 

later; Mr. Compson says this to Quentin: that people did not "think of 

love in connection with Sutpen. They thought of ruthlessness rather 

than justice and of fear rather than respect, but not of pity or love" 

(p. 43). And a little later: "'it was in his face; that was where 

his power lay, your grandfather said: that anyone could look at him 

and say, Given the occasion and the need, this man can and will do 

anything'" (p. 46). 

The occasion to make evident his physical strength and the 

strength of his will, his power to control, arises in the West Indies 

where Sutpen is an overseer in a sugar plantation owned by a French-

man. He takes advantage of it by "subduing" single-handedly, and with 

what seems superhuman power, a violent slave uprising. That success 

must have made it easy for him to fall into the classical trap of 

hubris and an exaggerated sense of nearly God-like omnipotence and 

invulnerability. 

However, being God-like has its difficult moments. It not 

only isolates one from mere human beings; it also requires one to have 

11Sam Janus, Barbara Bess, and Carol Saltus, A Sexual Profile of Men 
in Power (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1977), p. 173. 
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a grand purpose, a goal and a meaning to one's life greater than a 

personal plan of revenge, grander than simple self-interest. Somewhere 

along the way, Sutpen's plan to own land, slaves, a mansion, evolves 

into a plan to establish a dynasty on an imposing scale, and to produce 

an heir, a son, to whom he can bequeth his domain. This idea and ideal 

are going to dominate him in his turn with the insistence of an obses

sion for the rest of his life. It will be so overwhelming and so 

totally absorbing that all his energies will be directed single

mindedly toward r~alizing his design in the out.er world; there will be 

nothing left either for self-awareness or for internal growth. 

Similarly, Pedro Paramo also needs an ideal goal to justify 

his will-to-power. His easily achieved control over all of Comala and 

the subsequent isolating contempt he feels for all who succumb to his 

will do not give sufficient meaning to his life. He has never forgotten 

Susana, although before his rise to power he felt no hope of ever 

seeing her again, once she had left. Admitting that he became the 

cacique of Comala motivated by a very human sense of fear would be 

extremely ego-bruising to the lord and master of the whole valley. On 

the other hand, saying that he did all for the sake of Susana sounds 

noble. Somewhere along the way, the idea that he in his omnipotence 

can bring back the love of his childhood and adolescence and establish 

her by his side in the Media Luna, and also that her idealized image 

can replace the images of violent death in his haunted mind~ bp.comes 

an obsession that lasts nearly the rest of Pedro's life. 

A fitting mate for Paramo and a fitting heir for Sutpen. All 

that is left is the provision of a fitting setting, a created world. 



juegan: 

CHAPTER 3 

CREATION OF THE WORLD OF DESIRE AND ITS CENTER 

Octavio Paz writes that '~1 hombre trabaja y conoce; los dioses 

1 crean." That Sutpen and Paramo, inflated by their aggrandized 

self-image approaching the image of a god, each designs and creates a 

world is, I think, the major organizing image in the two novels. That 

human beings interpret and therefore also create reality according to 

their image of it is a commonly held assumption. Octavio Paz says 

that "as soon as man acquired consciousness of himself he broke away 

from the natural world and made himself another world inside himself.,,2 

The world inside dictates to a large extent how he sees the world out-

side and how he attempts to mold it according to the internal eye. He 

invents. As soon as Sutpen is shocked into consciousness and every-

thing outside himself turns into the Other, he becomes creative. The 

blacks who until now had only "balloon." faces (p. 232) turn into 

"monkey" creatures; his sister, as he watches her washing clothes in 

the yard, becomes a cow: "shapeless in a calico dress • • • and broad 

in the beam as a cow ••• " (p. 236). He discovers metaphor. He stops, 

looks, and star~s inventing. 

loctavio Paz, Corriente alterna (Mexico: Siglo XXI Editores, 1967), 
p. 121. 

20ctavio Paz, The Bow and the Lyre, trans. Ruth L. C. Simms (New York: 
McGraw Hill, 1975), p. 25. 
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What he invents first, though, is an image of himself to 

counteract the image he thought, in his self-centered way, he saw in 

the eyes of the black house slave. Equally important is that which 

invents him at the moment of the trauma and then drives him. At the 

risk of repeating myself I must insist on the importance of the motif 

of hidden and unrecognized revenge and hatred that is the key, I be-

lieve, to Thomas Sutpen. Faulkner himself comes close to uncovering 

the secret, but not quite. At the University of Virginia he said, 

"Sutpen wanted to get rich only incidentally. He wanted to take revenge 

for all the redneck people against the aristocrats who told him to go 

around to the back door. He wanted to show that he could establish a 

dynasty too -- he could make himself a king and raise a line of 

princes.,,3 The black slave who did the actual telling is not mentioned, 

but he is conspicuously there through his absence, a monkey with shoes 

and fancy garb humiliating Sutpen. 

Because of that monkey Sutpen repUdiates his first wife Eulalia 

and his infant son Bon for the trace of black blood they have in their 

veins. For that reason he throws away a whole world that has fallen 

into his lap, a whole island in the West Indies, heir included, where 

he could have ruled as king. Then, again, he repUdiates that son when 

the latter comes to Jefferson asking only to be recognized as a son, 

or perhaps simply as a human being. Sutpen need not fail this second 

time, either. Bon, as Shreve thinks, asks to be acknowledged only 

~rederick L. Gwynn and Joseph Blotner, eds", Faulkner in the Univer
sit: Class Conferences at the Universit of Vir inia 1957-1958 
Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1959 , pp. 97-9 • 



privately, and if not that, is willing to accept Sutpen's recognizing 

that he exists (p. 327). No one else need know of their relationship. 

To Sutpen, however, that is unacceptable. Talking to General Compson 

in the latter's office about Charles Bon's appearance he admits that 

he has two choices only. He could play his "'last trump card,'" and 

tell Henry that Bon is Henry and Judith's half-brother who has black 

blood, thus destroying his design with his own hand. Or, he says, he 

could 

"'do nothing, let matters take the course which I know they 
will take and see my design complete itself quite normally 
and naturally and successfully to the public eye, yet to my 
own in such fashion as to be a mockery and a betrayal of that 
little boy who approached that door fifty years ago and was 
turned away, for whose vindication the whole plan was con
ceived and carried forward to the moment of this choice, this 
second choice devolving out of that first one which in its 
turn was forced on me as the result of an agreement, an 
arrangement which I had entered in good faith, concealing 
nothing, while the other party or parties to it concealed 
from me the one very factor which would destroy the entire 
plan and design which I had been working toward, concealed 
it so well that it was not until after the child was born 
that I discovered that this factor existed'" (p. 274). 

Sutpen casts Eulalia off because, he claims, '" "I found that 

she was not and could never be ••• adjunctive or incremental to the 

design which I had in mind, so I provided for her and put her aside"'" 

(p. 240). He further maintains that he had been deceived about her 

heritage, and that her and Bon's black blood would make them unfit for 

the design, because~, in his honesty, would know the truth. And 

miscegenation does not fi t into the plantation owner's design. But the 

rejection hints at something deeper than moral righteousness and the 

society's taboo against miscegenation. Obviously Eulalia's and 

Charles' black blood is invisible. Sutpen could have retained his 
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island "dynasty" by taking a solution for his wife and son which, later, 

Judith suggests to Charles Etienne: "passing" for white. I think what 

causes Sutpen to deny the two is not convention, but his equally in-

visible, unrecognized, and unconscious hostility against blacks that 

was born when he was a boy. However, that hostility is repressed and 

he is not aware of it. 

Thirty years later, when Charles Bon, now a young man, appears 

at the mansion door in Jefferson, Sutpen has a third choice that he 

does not consider: he could acknowledge Bon as his son and ask him to 

leave. But the man is incapable of it. It also occurs to me that it 

must seem to Sutpen like another affront to see Bon, with his "monkey 

nigger" blood, as a truly aristocratic and sophisticated figure so 

that both Thomas and his white son Henry appear as real country bump-

kins in comparison, in spite of the fancy mansion they occupy. 

John T. Irwin, in his remarkable book on Faulkner called 

Doubling and Incest/Repetition and Revenge deals with the matter 

broadly in the following statement: sutpen's fate is "the fate of a 

man who wants to be God. • • • Sutpen sets out to vindicate the right 

of every poor white boy to an equal opportunity to become the rich 

planter, but ••• once he has vindicated that right by becoming the 

rich planter, he immediately denies that same right to black boys, 

specifically, to his black son Charles Bon.,,4 He also deals with the 

unconscious material: " ••• the story of Thomas sutpen and Charles 

4John T. Irwin, ~D~o~u~b~l~i~n~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~e~c~u~-
lative Reading of Faulkner Md.: 
University Press, 1975), p. 
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Bon is about the return of the repressed.,,5 To Irwin, Sutpen is "a 

type of rational ego -- a man with a conscious plan for the conduct of 

his life ••• a design that he pursues with a radical innocence in-

distinguishable from ruthlessness, using those people who accord with 

his design and discarding those who do not.,,6 Sutpen is a sort of 

Faust "whose grand design represents the rational ago's will to power 

in its attempt to do away with the undesigned and the irrational.,,7 

However, rejecting his first wife and their child Bon is comparable to 

"the bright ego repressing its connections with the dark, feminine 

unconscious.,,8 Many years later the repressed returns and manages to 

destroy Sutpen's second attempt to enforce his design upon the world. 

That Sutpen repudiates his Eros, his feeling and feminine side 

which has to do with relatedness, and opts for Logos, the rational 

ego, the masculine principle which expresses "the godlike qualities 

inherent in man, his capacity to achieve and to order, to formulate, 

discriminate, and generalize,,,9 I do not doubt. But in Bon he repudi-

ates more than that: he rejects his own unrecognized, invisible, 

unconscious, black self, his shadow. The distance between Sutpen's 

conscious and unconscious is abysmal. He is not aware of his primitive, 

5Irwin, p. 84. 

6I . rWl.n, p. 84. 

7Irwin, p. 84. 

8Irwin, p. 84. 

9M• Esther Harding, Woman's Mysteries: Ancient and Modern (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1971), p. 31. 
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instirictive, hating "monkey" side, the heart of darkness within himself. 

He may be able to use coldly other characters as objects, as tools in 

his design -- violating "all the rules of decency and honor and pity 

and compassion"lO -- but he himself is a tool of his unconscious forces. 

It is not fate that foredooms Sutpen, as Mr. Compson claims, not the 

fates that take "revenge on him"ll as Faulkner himself asserts; it 

is that which, unaware, he carries within himself, once he has given 

himself over to his obsession which does not allow for balance in his 

psyche. 

Pedro Paramo, in his turn, is also driven by compulsive inter-

nal forces. However, he is not as lacking in self-awareness as Sutpen. 

He knows, for example, that he is propelled by violence. In spite of 

appearing invulnerable, he is even conscious to some degree that he 

has not acquired immunity from the ills that befall ordinary human 

beings. He is conscious up to a point of what role Susana plays in 

his life. While Sutpen has no idea what guilt means -- he admits only 

to making mistakes -- Paramo is capable of realizing that he must pay 

for his actions, at least on occasion. Of course, the atmosphere of 

guilt and sin is so pervasive in Rulfo's novel, that even Susana, the 

most guiltless of all the characters, sees life as a state of sin. 

Pedro himself, having rendered the church ineffective through con

trolling Padre Renter{a, cannot help being uncomfortable about usurping 

10 Gwynn and Blotner, p. 35. 

IlGwynn and Blotner, p. 35. 
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the authority of God, and when Miguel,12 his favored son, is killed, he 

feels guilty. On the occasion of Miguel's death he says, "'Estoy 

comenzando a pagar. Mas vale empezar temprano, para terminar pronto'" 

(p. 72). The sense of sin, which is internalized fear, i.e., fear 

given a moral and religious quality, is usually associated with dis

obedience of authority.13 Shocked by Miguel's death, Pedro remembers 

his father's death and remembers his own old fear. It is easier to 

think that God is punishing him, instead of facing the void of meaning-

less and arbitrary death. When he is tol~ of Miguel's death, he hardly 

shows any emotion, but at the same time he is very aware of the impulse 

to avenge the death rising in him. When he learns that something has 

happened to his son, he shouts "'(,Qu~ Ie hicieron?'" assuming that 

someone has injured his son. He expects to hear "'Lo han matado,'" and 

his fury surfaces: IIy ya e'btaba previniendo su furia, haciendo bolas 

duras de rencor. • " • • But Fulgor gently says, "'Nadie Ie hizo nada. 

:!h solo encontr6 la muerte'" (p. 71). Ironically, in this case, it 

really is Pedro himself who kills Miguel by spoiling him and allowing 

the wild irresponsibility coupled with a sense of invulnerability to 

be developed in the boy. I think Rulfo deliberately hints that Pedro 

is the cause of Miguel's death through the circumstances of the death: 

l2An interesting study would be the comparison in the two novels of 
the roles of the various sons of Paramo and Sutpen. For example, 
Miguel Paramo -- a bastard son who is the only one given Paramo's 
name, while Juan, the only legitimate son, goes by his mother's 
"apellido" -- and Henry are clearly their fathers' sons, while 
Juan Preciado and Charles Bon are their mothers' sons. 

l3Erich Fromm, To HElve or to Be? (New York: Bantam Books, 1981), 
p. 107. 



the young man is killed by the stone wall that surrounds the Media Luna 

buildings which he tries to jump with his horse while taking a short 

cut to the house instead of riding in through the gate in the pre-dawn 

hours. The connection between the stone wall and Pedro's name is 

inescapable and Miguel is dead. Up to a pointg Pedro is aware that he 

needs the image of Susana he has inside himself to erase the memory 

of Miguel's and don Lucas' deaths, and to sustain the belief that he 

can control reality. On one occasion, he is watching the woman shortly 

before she dies and thinking. 
, , 

"El crel.a conocerlao Y aun cuando no 

hubiera sido as{, lacaso no era suficiente saber que era la criatura 

mas querida por el sobre la tierra? Y que ademas, y esto era 10 mas 

importante, [emphasis added] Ie servir1a para irse de la vida 

alumbrandose con aquella imagen que borrar!a todos los demas recuer-

dos" (p. 99)~ That is precisely what happens. He dies thinking of 

Susana. 

But before her and later his own death, Paramo creates a proper 

image of himself and a proper world for her to inhabit. He chooses 

the image of a cacique who rules his territory, his cacicazgo, with 

absolute authority. That the image hides an overwhelming fear of 

reality is not apparent; it is an effective mask, and the function 

of the mask "consiste en defendernos de la mirada ajena y • • • de la 

mirada propia. Al ocultarnos del mundo, la mascara tambien nos oculta 

de nosotros mismos.,,14 Rejecting his father as a model for his in-

effectiveness and inability to defend himself against death, he 

14Paz, Corriente alterna, p. 216. 



becomes his own origin, covered by the mask of power like "the masks 

that hid the faces" of Aztec deities,15 and hides his terror of the 

world from himself as well as from others. However, the mask works at 

the expense of his own humanity and his development as a human being. 

At the top of the pyramid, he feels only contempt for ordinary people 

whom he either disregards or manipulates. When the wife of a man 

Miguel has killed comes to the Media Luna for some sort of justice, 

and is not satisfied with Fulgor's offer of corn, Pedro asks Fulgor 

who she is. Fulgor answers: "'Es gente que no conozco.'" Pedro's 

comment to that is very revealing: '''No tienes pues por que apurarte, 

Fulgor.. Esa gente no existe'" (p. 69). When Gerardo Trujillo, the 

lawyer who would like to leave Comala and move to live in Sayula, 

comes to Pedro for some money, the latter callously manipulates the 

man knowing full well that he is helpless in Pedro's hands (pp. 106-
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107). He rules with a despot's control, allowing his subjects no free-

dom, no autonomy, no spontaneity, and despises them for their weakness. 

The town's only spontaneous act, the festivities after Susana's death, 

is an excuse for Paramo to take his second great revenge on the world. 

Thomas Sutpen is not any better in the way he treats the world. 

First, he creates himself by discarding the image of his drunkard 

"white trash" father as a model, and by guiding himself by two other 

models: the mountain ideal of individual strength and self-sufficiency, 

chosen unconsciously (and diEcussed earlier), and a conscious role of 

150ctavio Paz, The Other Mexico: trans. 
Lysander Kemp New York: Grove 
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the Southern plantat:i.on owner. Mr. Compson says, "'He trusted no man 

nor woman, who had no man's nor woman's love, •••• He had been too 

successful, you see; his was that solitude of contempt and distrust 

which success brings to him who gained it because he was strong instead 

of merely lucky'" (p. 103). Alone and sufficient unto himself, he 

never learns "'how to ask anybody for help or anything else'" (p. 273). 

For example, when he would invite the Jefferson planters to Sutpen's 

Hundred, he would drink "very sparingly save when he himself had 

managed to supply some of the liquor. His guests would bring whiskey 

out with them but he drank of this with a sort of sparing calculation 

as though keeping mentally ••• a sort of balance of spiritual sol-

vency between the amount of whiskey he accepted and the amount of 

running meat which he supplied to the guns" (p. 40). Generally, he 

simply uses people for his own purposes, at the same tim~ feeling con= 

tempt for them. As Faulkner said when asked about Sutpen's callous 

attitude and use of people, "There are very few people that have enough 

grandeur of soul to be able to use people and not develop contempt for 

[them].,,16 Not only land and slaves, but his own family is Sutpen's 

possession. Even the French architect who builds his mansion is his 

possession: the man is held prisoner at Sutpen's Hundred. When he 

tries to escape, Sutpen tracks down the little man with dogs as he 

would hunt any other run-away slave. Faulkner says, 

He was not a depraved [sic) -- he was amoral, he was ruthless, 
completely self-centered. To me he is to be pitied, as 

l6Gwynn and Blotner, p. 98. 



anyone who ignores man is to be pitied, who does not believe 
that he belongs as a member of a human family, of the human 
family, is to be pitied. Sutpen didn't believe that. He 
was Sutpen. He was going to take what he wanted because he 
was big enough and strong enough, and I think that people 
like that are destroyed sooner or later, because one has got 
to belong to the human family, and to take a responsible 
part in the human family ••• 17 

I think Faulkner deliberately uses Judith as a foil to Sutpen, 

to show what taking "a responsible part in the human family" means. A 

number of critics have seen her in that role. Elisabeth Muhlenfeld 

sees her as having inherited her father's will but also having a 

18 capacity for love that he lacks. Cleanth Brooks, calling her "one 
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of Faulkner's finest characters of endurance" and of "compassion and 

10ve,,,19 says that "We shall have to look to Judith to find responsible 

20 action and a real counter to Sutpen's ruthlessness." Indeed, she 

manages to keep the plantation going the best she can during the Civil 

War, accepting deprivation and suffering over the loss of Charles Bon. 

Compassionately and selflessly, she cares for Charles Etienne, the 

son of Charles Bon and his octoroon mistress, and dies after catching 

smallpox from hiM while nursing him. Unlike Sutpen, she realizes that 

human beings are tied to each other, even if in a snarled fashion. 

17Gwynn and Blotner, pp. 80-81. 

18Elisabeth S. Muhlenfeld, "Shadows With Substance and Ghosts Exhumed: 
The Women in Absalom, Absalom!," Mississippi Quarterly, 25, No.3 
(Summer 1972), 293. 

19Brooks, Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 319. 

20 Brooks, Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 303. 
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She even sees the vanity of the thousand-pound marble tombstone that 

Sutpen orders from Europe and lugs around during the war finally bring-

ing it to his plantation "'in the regimental forage wagon from 

Charleston, South Carolina •• • '" (p. 126). It is worthwhile quoting 

her at length: 

"'You get born and you try this and you dont know why only 
you keep trying it and you are born at the same time with a 
lot of other people, all mixed up with them, like trying to, 
having to, move your arms and legs with strings only the 
same strings are hitched to all the other arms and legs and 
the others all trying and they dont know why either except 
that the strings are all in one another's way like five or 
six people all trying to make a rug on the same loom only 
each one wants to weave his own pattern into the rug; and 
it cant matter, you know that, or the Ones that set up the 
loom would have arranged things a little better, and yet it 
must matter because you keep on trying or having to keep on 
trying and then all of a sudden it's allover and all you 
have left is a block of stone with scratches on it provided 
there was someone to remember to have the marble scratched 
and set up or had time to, and it rains on it and the sun 
shines on it and after a while they dont even remember the 
name and what the scratches were trying to tell, and it 
doesn't matter'" (p. 127). 

Unlike for Judith, it is not the ties of common humanity with 

others that matter to Sutpen, but the tombstone. For him, it is the 

symbol of his greatness to be admired by posterity, but actually it is 

only a piece of stone with meaningless scratches on it. Knowing 

neither himself nor others, not acknowledging emotion and irrationality 

in himself or other characters, with equal misconceptions about exis-

tential reality which is never static, he sets up a rigid and mechani-

cal code of conduct for himself based on logic and rationality, on 

blueprints and schedules and calculations. He chooses a one-sided 

rational attitude to life and stays with it. Trying to control his 
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experience in the world, he "codifies his existence in order to conqu.er 

the nonrational. He arranges the world according to arbitrary designs 

which would exclude the irrational. He insists that the way is know-

able and seeks to devise a formula or code which will enable him to 

master the chaos of experience, to make it an object for his will.,,2l 

He expects people, circumstances, and events to fit that code which, 

at best, deals only with a fragment of reality, with his own string. 

He ignores the real multiplicity of the unpredictable human factor. 

Nevertheless, the word "design" implies that once it is off the board, 

work starts with real material, real people -- and that material is 

given and cannot be created. In short, Thomas Sutpen tries to deal 

rationally with what is essentially irrational and illogical, of what 

he is ignorant in himself and in others. Moreover, he is under the 

illusion that he has set up the loom while in actuality he merely 

possesses one string among the tangle of strings. 

Since he is unaware of his own limitations and fallibility, 

recognizing only making a mistake, a miscalculation somewhere in his 

design, Sutpen never grows to reach the stage at which there is, first, 

recognition of commiting a sin or sins, and second, suffering for it 

as well as maturing through the awareness of that which makes one 

suffer. He never has "the fortunate fall" which is "engagement with 

evil,,22 and which leads to new awareness on the part of the person 

thus engaged, like the awareness of Isaac McCaslin in "The Bear." 

2~anthea Reid Broughton, William Faulkner: The Abstract and the 
Actual (Baton Rouge: Lousiana State University Press, 1974), p. 106. 
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Experience does not teach him that no amount of trying to shape reality 

by attempts to control it will result in its acquiescence to his will. 

In this sense, Sutpen's unawareness of evil, within and with-

out, is childish ignorance. He denies the existence of evil in his 

own design and refuses to see that neither reality nor other human 

beings are in any way called on to conform to his plans "'to establish 

a posterity'" (y. 275) in which even a drop of black blood is pro-

hibited. In his inflexibility he believes himself to be invulnerable. 

He believes that the design will work as long as he has courage and 

shrewdness to persist in it. As a matter of fact, he remains stuck 

in the attitude achieved at fourteen immediately after his trauma and 

remains consistently undeveloped in human and spiritual terms, and 

innocent of what Lewis, talking of Melville, calls "growth of insight 

into the heart of :i"eali ty. ,,23 Sutpen tries '" to hold clear and free 

above a maelstrom of unpredictable and unreasoning human beings, not 

his head for breath and not so much his fifty ;,{ears of effort and 

striving to establish a posterity, but his code of logic and morality, 

his formula and recipe of fact and deduction whose balanced sum and 

product declined, refused to swim or even float'" (po 275). It "'had 

all the parts'" but those parts "'refused to run, to move'" (p. 279). 

The major cause of this lack of mobility is the immobility 

of Sutpen's attitudes. As a matter of fact, Sutpen and P~ramo are 

2~. W. B. Lewis, The American Adam: Innocence Tra ed and Tra
dition in the Nineteenth Century Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1955), p. 122. 

23Lewis, p. 141. 



very similar in their arrested development, so to speak. Both, as 

children, commit themselves to something unrealistic, and their atti

tudes remain the attitudes of children for the rest of their lives. 
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A single essential choice, made early, is never replaced or modified. 

Pedro clings to an adolescent's image of an ideal Susana; even at the 

end of his life he thinks of little else than flying kites with Susana, 

a children's activity. All the other women, though, are only objects 

to be used and discarded. When Dolores has served h~r purpose, Pedro 

callously lets her and their son leave Comala. Margarita, a servant 

girl, one of many whom he uses for sex, is to him a "'Punadito de 

carne'" (p. 113). He embraces her "tratando de convertir1a en 1a 

carne de Susana San Juan" who is to him "'Una mujer ~ •• no • • • 

de este mundo'" (p. 113). Pedro's statement here is revealing of an

other unrealistic attitude which nevertheless is said to be prevalent 

among Mexican men even outside fiction: the division of women between 

those to be used as sex objects and those to be worshipped, particu

larly mothers and wives. To Pedro, his mother appears to be an object 

of worship: on the occasion of the news of his father's death Pedro 

sees her as the Holy Mother. She stands in the doorway of his room, 

"su cuerpo impidiendo 1a 11egada del dfa; dejando asomar, a traves de 

sus brazos, retazos de cie10, y debajo de sus pies regueros de 1uz; 

una luz asperjada como si e1 sue10 debajo de ella estuviera anegado 

en 1agrimas" (p. 28). Although Pedro yearns to possess Susana, she 

certainly is at least as sacred to him as his mother. Therefore she 

is not a woman of this world but of the heavenly one. Thomas Sutpen, 



who harbors no such chivalric conception of women, becomes "stuck" on 

a different choice: as a result of the unbearable humiliation he 

believes to have received from the black slave, he decides from then 

on to be the one to humiliate others. In a sense, both protagonists 

try to change time: to Paramo, Susana remains an ideal Susana and not 

the mad, sick woman she becomes; Sutpen never deviates from his origi

nal design. His way of going about choosing the women to produce his 

posterity is a good example of his inflexibility. He comes to Jeffer

son to propose to Ellen, "to find a wife exactly as he would have gone 

to the Memphis market to buy livestock or slaves" (p. 42). When he 

suggests to Rosa that she try producing a son for him, he speaks 

"the bald outrageous words. exactly as if he were consulting with Jones 

or with some other man about a bitch dog or a cow or mare" (p. 168). 

When Milly Jones presents him a daughter for his old age, he tells her 

that if she were a mare, he would at least provide a stable for her 

and the child. Reality, ironically, forces certain changes in the 

choice itself, though. Eulalia, the first woman, is the most aristo

cratic and most fitting for a "princely" line, except for her unpar

donable sin of having a drop of black blood. Ellen Coldfield, though 

respectable, is not rich and stands several steps below Eulalia 

socially. Rosa, her sister, is a small, sour spinster. Milly, Wash's 

granddaughter, is lowest on the social scale. In fact, she is closest 

to what Sutpen's own sisters were, "white trash," constantly getting 

pregnant and not married. Sutpen, though, no matter how many times 

he collides with reality and sees his hope of a male heir shattered, 

starts anew with his fixed idea, leaving v:i.ctim after victim in his 
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attempts, and appearing none the wiser for his reiterated failures. 

And he repeats a pattern that outrages and humiliates. He himself 

turns a long line of persons from his own front door, so to speak, 

starting with Eulalia and their infant son, continuing with the adult 

Bon, with Rosa, and ending finally with Wash Jones and Milly. He 

even forces his son Henry to carry the pattern of affront to extremes: 

by shooting Bon, thus denying him life itself. 

This pattern, which has its terminus in the extinction of the 

sutpen clan, has to do with much commented "innocence" which, accord-

ing to Quentin's grandfather, "'believed that the ingredients of 

morality were like the ingredients of pie or cake and once you had 

measured them and balanced them and mixed them and put them into the 

oven it was all finished and nothing but pie or cake could come out'" 

(p. 263). Among the critics, Olga Vickery believes that the innocence 

consists not only of unquestioning belief in the value of all the 

idols of the South but in his belief that the structure, the design, 

it itself the secret of its strength and its perpetuation, that he 

need only follow its ritual to grasp its substance ••• Ilse 

Lind calls it "a 'minimal' response to the human spirit and its needs" 

which "Sutpen never outgrows.,,25 Longley claims it to be "Sutpen's 
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innocent ignorance of the dynamics of morality ••• Irwin equates 

24vickery, p. 95. 

25Lind, pp. 293-294. 

26 Longley, p. 6. 



it to ruth1essness;27 to Backman28 and to Brooks it is "moral blim

ness.,,29 

I agree that both ruthlessness and moral blindness have to do 

with the infamous innocence; however, some further discussion of it is 

necessary because it leads to the conception of a world and its crea-

tion by Sutpen. To a certain extent Sutpen represents the figure of 
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the new Adam-before-the-Fa11, discussed in R. W. B. Lewis' The American 

Adam. This "radically new personality," in a world where history is 

"just beginning," is 

an individual emancipated from history, happily bereft of 
ancestry, untouched and undefiled by the usual inheritances 
of family and race; an individual standing alone, se1f
reliant and self-propelling, ready to confront whatever 
awaited him with the aid of his own unique resources •••• 
Adam was the first, the archetypal, man. His moral position 
was prior to experience~ and in his very newness he was 
fundamentally innocent.~O 

When young Sutpen stands in front of the mansion door, he does have 

the primitive "'self-reliance of mountains and solitude'" (p. 241), 

but he has already fallen (p. 222) into the world of property and 

slavery where the land and human beings are exploited by "civilized" 

society, a society which sets up roles, considers itself apart from 

and above nature, and imagines that it brings light and order into 

the darkness of the wilderness while actually hiding a darkness of 

27Irwin, p. 85. 

28 Backman, p. 107. 

29Brooks, Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 318. 

30
L · 5 ew~s, p. • 
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violence and greed within itself under a superficial mask of civiliza-

tion. Sutpen has the mask of white trash forced on him. His ego wakes 

up and immediately decides to incorporate into itself the evil of 

slavery by seeking the much more preferable mask of a plantation owner, 

without considering the moral implications of the institution of 

slavery, and thinking solely of saving and serving only itself. Sut-

pen's ego, in its appalling self-centeredness, is his innocence, stuck 

forever in the attitude of confronting an enemy world by acquiring its 

trappings, never willing to make the jump "from self to the Other,,,3l 

and, moreover, distorting his solitude into an impenetrable isolation 

and the sense of self-reliance into a delusion of grandeur. 

After abandoning the island in the West Indies Sutpen does not 

abandon his grand design. He just starts over, this time in Mississippi 

where there still is some "virgin 1 and" 32 left, which he takes '" from 

a tribe of ignorant Indians, nobody knows how'" (p. 16). Out of the 

prima materia of delta wilderness, through sheer will power, he hews 

out a plantation, brings order out of chaos. He "Tore violently a 

plantation" (p. 9), claims Miss Rosa. As the old woman is telling 

this to him, Quentin can see a god at work: 

Then in the long unamaze Quentin seemed to watch them [Sutpen 
and his wild blacks] overrun suddenly the hundred square 
miles of tranquil and astonished earth and drag house and 
formal gardens violently out of the soundless Nothing and 

31Andre Bleikasten, The Most S lendid Failure: Faulkner'S "The Sound 
and the Fury" (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 197 ,p. 173. 

32Irwin, p. 112. 



clap them down like cards upon a table beneath the up-palm 
immobile and pontific, creating the Sutpen's Hundred, the Be 
Sutpen's Hundred like the oldentime Be Light (pp. 8-9). --

Out of primeval swamp mud, like Conrad's Kurtz, Sutpen has forced an 

orderly world, even including formal gardens and "'a house the size 

of a courthouse'" (p. 16). By sheer will and ruthlessness he controls 

not only his primitive island blacks but also the white architect 

(whose remarkable internal resistance to Sutpen's control is not un-

like Marlow's moral stand in facing Kurtz's power in Conrad's "Heart 

of Darkness"). By the time he has taken possession of Ellen, Thomas 

has become 

the biggest single landowner and cotton-planter in the county 
now, attained by the same tactics with which he had built his 
house--the same singleminded unflagging effort and utter 
disregard of how his actions which the town could see might 
look and how the ones which the town could not see must 
appear to it. • •• He ,,"'as not liked (which he evidently 
did not want, anyway) but feared, which seemed to amuse, if 
not actually please, him (p. 72). 

It is not important to Sutpen that he be liked. What matters 

to him is that he has hacked out of the wilderness a precise geometric 

shape, a hundred square miles, to house his dream, his ideal. Into 

a patch of the darkness of the Mississippi swamp he has brought light 

and order and meaning, like a minor god, a Judeo-Christian God-the-

Creator who creates the world alone, and rules with cold and cerebral 

justice. "'He trusted no man nor woman, who had no man's nor woman's 

love •• • • He had been too successful, you see; his was that soli-

tude of contempt and distrust which success brings to him who gained 

it because he was strong instead of merely lucky'" (p. 103). His 
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isolated ego, his consciousness, his head, not his heart, rules from 

the center, the plantation house, in the middle of his created space. 

And his consciousness has no substance, is a vacuum, a nothing; it is, 

in its turn, ocoupied by the abstract design whioh is a desire to 

create and control his world. "The devouring nothingness of con-

sciousness is the will to power over things. The will wants to assimi

late everything to itse1f.,,33 Power and relatedness do not mix. Even 

Henry, the heir, is not a human being, but a tool, an abstraction to 

his father, a symbol of himself. "He wanted a son whioh symbolized 

th . . d 1 ,,34 F 1kn 1S 1 ea • •• , says au ere On another occasion Faulkner says 

that the heir had to be ~ son, "to represent his own blood, his own 

passion.,,35 But the son himself is not important; the son is owned 

by Sutpen, like everything and everyone within his created space, his 

temenos, the magic enclosure. Thomas Sutpen himself, on the other 

hand, is a monomaniao owned by his idea, that which gives his life its 

meaning. 

As for Pedro Paramo, he too is owned by his desire, the image 

of Susana, an idealized version of her that he carries in his imagi-

nation. His temenos, tho1lgh, is not a square but a circle, the my tho-

graphic valley of Comala, in the heart of which is the ranch house of 

33J • Hillis Miller, 
Cambridge, Mass.: 
1966), p. 4. 

Poets of Reality: Six Twentieth-Gentury Writers 
The Belknap Press of Harvard,University Press, 

34Gwynn and B1otner, p. 35. 

35Gwynn and B1otner, p. 198. 
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the Media Luna, out of which Paramo rules with an iron hand. The val-

ley is naturally bowl-shaped, like the comal, surrounded by mountains e 

Paramo does not have to wrest it out of the wilderness; it is already 

given, even its shape. His task is to transform it into a sacred zone 

which is totally in his control, a world and a reality not as it is, 

but as it ought to be, ordered and meaningful. Pedro does just that 

by acquisition of the lands surrounding the Media Luna through a con-

venient marriage to Dolores Preciado and even by murder, that of 

Aldrete. In addition, he decides to take the law into his own hands. 

When Fu1gor, talking about the boundary dispute with Aldrete, says 

that the latter has the law on his side, Pedro's answer is: '" l,.Cua1es 

1eyes, Fu1gor? La ley de ahora en ade1ante 1a vamos a hacer nosotros'" 

(p. 44), meaning that he will make the laws and his hirelings will 

enforce them. Once all the land is owned by him, and the people on 

it dominated by Pedro -- all, even Padre Renter!a who needs Pedro's 

money to survive -- he needs only to protect it successfully from en-

croaching outside forces, such as the "winds" of the Revolution. And 

he does so, through manipulation of money and men. The Revolution, 

moreover, serves as an excuse to get Susana finally under his "pro-

tection." '''Ya para entonces sop1aban vientos raros. ~ Se dec~a que 

.. 
hab~a gente 1evantada en armas. Nos 11egaban rumores. Eso fue 10 

que avent6 a tu padre por aqu:!'" (p. 86), reminisces Pedro. After 

30 years of absence, Bartolome San Juan and Susana return to Coma1a 

for safety. Pedro decides to keep her in Coma1a, while sending her 

father back to his mines. 'tty al1a ••• me imagino que sera facil 
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desaparecer al viejo en aquellas regiones adonde nadie va nunca'" 

(p. 89), says Pedro to Fulgor, adding, '''Ella tiene que quedarse 

huerfana'" (p. 89). That is what happens. Susana becomes an orphan 

in her forties, and finally is in Pedro's possession. Pedro's dream 

appears to be realized: 
/ , , 

"'I.Sabl.as, Fulgor, que esa es la mujer mas 

hermosa que se ha dado sobre la tierra? Llegue a creer que la habra 

perdido para siempre. Pero ahora no tengo ganas de volverla a perder'" 

(p. 89). For Susana he has tried to make Comala an Eden,36 although 

an Eden of brutally misused human beings, and a land strewn with 

corpses including that of Susana's father, but now it seems that his 

desire is achieved. Susana, the most beautiful woman, albeit middle-

aged, is finally installed in the center of Paramo's created and safe 

world, the Media Luna. 

sutpen appears to be proportionately successful. Considering 

the results of what he has forged out of nothing, it is not surprising 

that ten years after his arrival in Jefferson he should be resting, 

like God on the seventh day, in a "role of arrogant ease and leisure" 

(p. 72), much like that of the planter of his childhood's end, appar-

ently immune and invulnerable to what befalls ordinary human beings, 

and with a young son in the mansion to complete the design. 

At the height of their apparent success Sutpen and Paramo are 

like two gods, with a proper heir and the desired mate, Henry and 

Susana, residing in the center of their worlds and representing the 

still spot, the core of the center, protected and enclosed within the 

36 Costa Ros, p. 40. 
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temenos, a square and a circle, two symbols par excellence of wholeness 

and completeness. "~'?l:';:;over, the shape of each center is admirably 

eloquent in its psychic symbolism in terms of each protagonist. 

Sutpen's square is representative of "the indisputable fact, the logi-

cal or rational principle and symbolizes human consciousness and 

understanding;,,37 that is what Sutpen lives by: the idea, the rational 

principle, the Logos. The circle, in the innermost part of which is 

Susana, around whom everything revolves, 'isymbolizes the sphere of the 

absolute, the divine;,,38 to Pedro that is exactly what Susana repre-

sents: the divine. 

37M• Esther Harding, Ps;ychic Ener r: Its Source and 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 197 • 

38Harding, Psychic Energy, p. 388. 



CHAPTER 4 

STRAINS IN SUSTAINING THAT WORLD 

The fact that Susana and Henry, two abstract ideals, consti

tute the core of the center of Paramo's and Sutpen's structured worlds 

is precisely what makes those worlds extremely vulnerable: both ideals 

are illusions, supported by the protagonists' inflated egos, and 

elusive as such ideals are prone to be. They are private fictions of 

the two main characters. "Thomas Sutpen is an obsessed man living in 

a private dream that has little relation to reality."l The reality is 

that the actual Henry is not an idea but a person. While he remains 

in Sutpen's Hundred, the private and protected microcosm, he seems to 

behave according to Sutpen's intention, but as soon as he steps out of 

the magic square, to attend a university, he -- or rather Sutpen's 

design -- collides with Bon, who is another abstraction to the patri-

arch, but not to be "subdued" like the wilderness or the will-less 

Ellen, who, not unlike Susana, lives in her own illusory role of the 

chatelaine. Muhlenfeld says that Ellen is "completely at the mercy of 

2 Sutpen; she has no weapons and so falls into a dream world of escape." 

1 

Her carriage, air, now was a little regal ••• as though she 
had succeeded at last in evacuating not only the puritan 
heritage but reality itself; had immolated outrageous husband 

Brooks, Toward Yoknapatawpha, p. 279. 

~uhlenfeld, p. 299. 
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and incomprehensible children into shades; escaped at last 
into a world of pure illusion in which, safe from any harm, 
she moved, lived, from attitude to attitude against her 
background of chatelaine to the largest, wife to the 
wealthiest, mother of the most fortunate (p. 69). 

However, the two sons, rising like forces from his own depths, are not 

to be subdued by Sutpen. They might have been, had Sutpen allowed 

himself to be human and to feel compassion for Bon, with his invisible 

black blood, who asked only to be recognized, finally, as existing. 

But being a mistake and not a person to Sutpen, he cannot be admitted 

in his father's world, he cannot be recognized. 

Pedro Paramo is not any better off than the protagonist of 

Absalom, Absalom! He lives in a Comala that is his creation and 

fiction, made credible by the support of nearly every other character 

in that world, a Comala that is made bearable to them through their 

own created illusions, such as, for example, Dorotea's illusion of 

having borne a child. "'l,La ilusi6n? Eso cuesta caro, '" says Dorotea 

to Juan. "'A m! me costo vi vir mas de 10 debido. Pague con eso la 

deuda de encontrar a mi hijo, que no fue, por decirlo as!, sino una 

ilusion mas; porque nunca tuve ningUn hijo'" (p. 64). But Paramo also 

lives in what Frye calls the "inner space,,,3 the imagined idyllic 

vision world inhabited by the idea of Susana -- since the real Susana 

is actually absent from that world for decades -- where he is not at 

all the "puro rencor" that exists for the inhabitants of Comala. Had 

he not pursued the woman to lodge her finally as an illusion, a 

3Northrop Frye, The Secular Scripture (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1976), p. 58. 
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goddess, "'Una mujer que no era de este mundo'" (p. 113), in the Media 

Luna, he might not have had to face the reality of her death. However, 

just as Sutpen's "fanatical insistence that events conform to his 

4 private dream ••• brought about his downfall," so "In the end what 

undoes Pedro Paramo is the same thing that undoes everyone else in 

Ru1fo: illusion. In his case it is his impossible love for Susana 

San Juan. • 

The term "impossible love" simplifies the very complex internal 

relationship between the image of the idealized woman and Pedro's 

psyche. That he never learns to know the real Susana is in the text 

itself: "l-Pero cull era e1 mundo de Susana San Juan'? 
, 
Esa fue una de 

las cosas que Pedro Paramo nunca 11ego a saber" (p. 99). That for him 

to know the real Susana is not essential, and that the desire for 

Susana is what counts is implied in Pedro's monologue after her death, 

in the following cryptic stateme:!lt: "'Espere treinta airos a que 

regresaras, Susana. Espere a tener10 todo. No solamente algo, sino 

todo 10 que se pudiera conseguir de modo que no nos quedara ning6n 

deseo, solo e1 tuyo, e1 deseo de ti'" (p. 86). It could be interpreted 

as an unconscious admission by Pedro that it is the desire for her, and 

not Susana herself, that he must retain as a defense against the chances 

of life, as a source of his power, as a meaning for his own life, as a 

religion. She is his anima, his goddess, his Madonna, his siren 

forever beckoning. Unconsciously, he wants her to remain a desire. 

4 Brooks, Toward Yoknapatawpha, p. 299. 

5Harss and Dohmann, p. 268. 



Once one has a goddess, "knows" her in the Biblical sense -- total 

knowledge of another, nakedness, complete exposure -- she will become 

merely human. The room in the Media Luna where Susana is dying is the 

very heart of Paramo's world, with its constantly burning candle; that 

room is a church and a temple where Paramo worships. He does not even 

dare invade it, but usually stands reverent and silent at the door. 

It is very tempting to use Jungian psychological terms and to call 

Susana a projection of Sutpen's unrecognized side, a side of him that 

has never been developed, that has been kept underground, as it is 

often in the masculine Mexican figure. Santiago Ramirez, in El 

mexicano, psicologia de sus motivaciones, discusses in detail the 

wide separation of masculine and feminine roles stemming from the 

Spanish conquest. Since the father figure in Mexican society is the 

powerful, dominating Spaniard, the conqueror, the cuadillo, and since 

the mother, the woman, is the submissive Indian who has been overcome 

and humiliated, the male feels obligated to develop the macho charac-

teristics at the expense of the softer, gentler feminine traits which 

are denied in himself. In Jungian terms, projection is inevitable: 

"The process of putting upon another person the burden of our own 

repressed emotion is commonly known as projection. Whenever we are 

obsessively bound to any person whether it be through love or hate, so 

that we cannot seem to escape from him, we may feel sure that this 

overintensive quality of the emotion is a form of projection.,,6 More-

over, we require "that he should live out our idea of him instead of 

6Frances G. Wickes, The Inner World of Man (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1948), p. 10. 
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his own reality." Susana fulfills this description in her relationship 

to Pedro. He cannot escape from his need of her and goes to extreme 

measures to get her back to Comala and in his possession. After she 

is installed in his house, he waits for her to get well and become the 

real Susana, real according to his image of her: the beautiful, 

loving, tender playmate of his childhood, the repressed aspect of him-

self, his anima, who has him in thrall. Wickes' description of the 

anima is a perfect fit for Susana: 

If some special quality which a man needs to complete himself 
as an individual is buried so deep in his own unconscious 
that he cannot get at it, or if he represses it, then some 
woman possessing this quality may seem to him to possess his 
soul, and he feels he must in turn possess this woman because, 
so to speak, she has his soul. He says, ''This is my woman." 
He thinks he feels the magic power of love. But he is really 
under the intense necessity of completing himself. He looks 
then for an embodiment of his own inner image. The pO','Ier of 
the projection is so great that the woman on whom he places 
it will exert a compulsive fascination, she will "bewitch" 
him, she will cast a spell over him, and the intensity of 
this spell is only increased by his repression of that trait 
within himse1f. 8 

It also happens that "the life of the Anima may represent to him the 

reality. His irrational life may appear as the greatest va1ue.,,9 

Pedro forcefully shapes the world as he sees fit, but what is most 

important to him is the inner world in which Susana is the ideal and 

the desire. The internal world, created in his mind by memory and 

imagination, is the real world for him, as real to him after her 

7Wickes, p. 10. 

8Wickes, p. 94. 

9wickes, p. 95. 
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death -- he talks to her constantly while sitting at the gate of the 

Media Luna abandoned by its goddess -- as it was before she died. 

Goddess, not an actual woman; worshipped, not loved. Cybele, 

the moon goddess, the goddess of the cult of love; the Virginj standing 

on the crescent moon -- pure and unavailable -- who in many ways is 

the christianized, personalized version of the impersonal moon goddess 

of the prepatriarchal ages. Susana is associated not only with the 

light in the window of her room, but also with the sea (the unconscious, 

the origin), with night, with Media Luna. Susana, closely connected 

to the sea, is remindful of a siren or a mermaid, both anima images 

"in a collective and undifferentiated form" who "represent the wish-

dream of a man whose eros development has not progressed beyond the 

10 auto-erotic stage," a stage applicable to Pedro. Julio Rodr:Lguez-

Luis compares Susana to the Greek Aphrodite, goddess of love and beauty 

who is associated with the sea and the moon.ll Befumo Boschi associ

ates Susana with water12 and also with the moon, relating her to two 

Aztec goddesses who are "Xochiquetzal y Tlazolteotl -- dos formas de 

la diosa tierra • • • patronas de los oficios femeninos [que] en la 

veneracion mostraban rasgos sexuales. Las relaciones de Tlazolteotl 

con la luna se expresan en su ad or no nasal en forma de media luna y 

10Harding, Psychic Energy, p. 129. 

llJulio Rodr{guez-Luis, "Algunas observaciones sobre el simbolism de 
la relacion entre Susana San Juan y Pedro Paramo," Cuadernos 
Hispanoamericanos, No. 270 (dic .. , de 1972), p. 592. -

l~efumo Boschi, p. 136. 



en ciertos ritos en que aparece con cuatro formal distintas correspon

dientes a las cuatro fases lunares.,·13 Al though the critic does r'..ct 
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further discuss the relation between Xochiquetzal and Susana, the latter, 

who talks much of love's pleasure and also of sin, is comparable to 

that goddess. "Xochiquetzal, the moon virgin," writes Erich Neumann 

in The Great Mother, "is the goddess of love's pleasures and of sins; 

of amusements, dances, songs and art; of spinning and weaving. She is 

'4 the goddess of the marriage bond, and the patroness of harlots."-

Costa Ros also sees the connection between Susana and the moon; he says 

that she is the moon who "siempre Ie vuelve la espalda al sol, no se 

entrega y permanece estJril.,,15 In Pedro's vision of her she is con-

nected not only to the sea because of her "'ojos de agua marina'" 

(pe 16) but also with the moon: 

" ". 0 • Hab1a una luna grande en medio del mundo. Se me per-
d!an los ojos mirandote. Los rayos de la luna filtrandose 
sobre tu cara. No me cansaba de ver esa aparicion que eras 
tu. Suave, restregada de luna; tu boca abullonada, hume
dec ida, irisada de estrellas; tu cuerpo transparentandose 
en el agua de la noche. Susana, Susana San Juan" (p. 128). 

As the moon, the crescent moon, she is the feminine principle; the 

crescent "represents the feminine principle, of which the moon goddess 

is symbolically the bearer.,,16 It rules "the night of instinct" and 

l3Befumo Boschi, p. 183. 

l4Erich Neumann, The Great Mother, trans. Ralph Manheim (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1963), pp. 196-197. 

15 Costa Ros, p. 77. 

l6H d' Ph' E 409 ar 1ng, syc 1C nergy, p. • 
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"the inner intuitive world.,,17 It affects fertility and growth on the 

€'-9.!"th~ w::lx;n~~,i.t..Dtf.",positive; waning, it can be the destructive "land 

of dead soUls,,,18 as Susana is destructive to Comala. Ill, mad, guilt-

less, yet symbolically she is guilty because she is the cause of 

Comala's doom. The candlelight in her window is like an eye looking 

at Comala, a blind, uncaring eye of an indifferent goddess. In a 

sense, Susana is unreal, yet her "look" is real enough so that its 

absence erases the 'treo.li,ty" of Comala. 

The woman who approaches Susana's meaning in Absalom, Absalom! 

is Eulalia, whose name sounds like "Lilith," also the feminine prin-

ciple in its negative aspect, a woman unknown, absent, mysterious, 

invisible, like the dark moon. There is also Charles Bon's octoroon. 

Muhlenfeld calls the octoroon !la mythical creature,,19 and Eulalia ·the 

"most elusive,,20 of the female characters in the novel. In Faulkner's 

South, as in Pedro Paranlo, the women are categorized by the males; its 

environment is 

"a milieu where the other sex is separated into three sharp 
divisions, separated (two of them) by a chasm which could 
be crossed but one time and in but one direction--ladies, 
women, females--the virgins whom gentlemen someday married, 
the courtesans to whom they went while on sabbaticals to the 
cities, the slave girls and women upon whom the first caste 
rested and to whom in certain cases it doubtless owed the 
very fact of its virginity" (p. 109). 

17M• Esther Harding, Woman's Mysteries: Ancient and Modern (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1971), p. 20. 

18Wickes9 pe 236. 

19Muhlanfeld, p. 301. 

20 -
Muhlenfeld, p. 303. 
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When Henry Sutpen meets the octoroon and her child, his customary atti-

tude of dividing women into ladies, whores, and slaves is disturbed 

because she is "'a woman with a face like a tragic magnolia, the eter-

nal female, the eternal Who-suffers'" (p. 114). Bon does not allow 

Henry to call her a whore because she represents "'a female principle 

which existed, queenly and complete, in the hot equatorial groin of 

the world'" (p. 116). Eulalia/Lilith is equally mythic. Neumann 

connects Lilith to the negative aspects of the Great Mother, the femi-

nine principle, in her Terrible Goddess aspect. Among the "alluring 

and seductive figures of fatal enchantment,,,21 Lilith is one of the 

specter figures in whom "the character of enchantment leading to doom 

is dominant.,,22 In the novel, Eulalia remains an elusive yet fasci-

naUng shadow. She is first mentioned by Sutpen to General Compson 

while the former is telling the latter the story of his life before 

arrival in Jefferson: "'And now Grandfather said there was the first 

mention -- a shadow that almost emerged for a moment and then faded 

again but not completely away -- of the • • • woman whom he was to tell 

Grandfather thirty years afterward he had found unsuitable to his pur-

pose and so put aside'" (p. 247). She is called "shadow" again when 

Sutpen is describing the battle between the slaves and the plantation 

owner's family in the West Indies: 

21 

"the girl just emerging for a second of the telling, in a 
single word almost, so that Grandfather said it was like he 
had just seen her too for a second by the flash of one of the 

Nuemann, The Great Mother, p. 80. 

2~eumann, The Great Mother, p. 81. 



muskets--a bent face, a single cheek, a chin for an instant 
beyond a curtain of fallen hair, a white slender arm raised, 
a delicate hand clutching a ramrod, and that was all" (P. 249). 

Later it is conjectured, only conjectured, that she moved to New 
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Orleans and from there planned her revenge on Sutpen through Bon (p.269), 

but no one meets her or knows anything of her. Perhaps because of her 

absence she is so forcefully "present" and totally out of Sutpen's 

control. 

In fact, both Sutpen and Paramo miscalculate their power to 

control reality. Paramo has power enough to subjugate the inhabitants 

of Comala, but his power fails when he confronts Susana's fantasies 

and madness, to be discussed later. Sutpen's strength does not com-

pensate for the complexity of life nor for other characters' obsessions, 

equal to his in stubborness. It is naive of Sutpen to believe that 

the only consequence of the abandonment of Eulalia Bon will be getting 

behind with his schedule. He believes he has been just to her, by 

providing for her, and that this "justice" will suffice. No one except 

Sutpen could expect the same sort of cold-blooded objectivity from the 

woman. She of course upsets his calculations by being irrational and 

seeking revenge through her son Charles -- so think other characters 

in the novel -- just as Dolores Preciado tries, although ineffectively, 

to use Juan Precia.do by sending him to Comala to demand of Pedro '" 10 

nuestro. Lo que estuvo obligado a darme y nunca me dio. • • • El 

olvido en que nos tuvo, mi hijo, cbbraselo caro ll ' (p. 7). 

Actually, although Juan arrives too late to demand or hope for 

anything from Pedro, Susana has already avenged all the women mis-

treated by the cacigue by not responding to h:\:11 -- while the rest find 
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him sexually irresistible -- and by not giving him an heir to perpet-

uate the use of women as objects. To Pedro, she is cold and unapproach-

able, a moon goddess representing the powers of nature and instinct 

which lost their supremacy thousands of years ago when Sun or Logos 

worship was "established by an edict of a military dictator • • • in 

Babylon and Egypt.,,23 "The rise of masculine power and of patriarchal 

society probably started when man began to accumulate personal, as 

over against communal, property and found that his personal strength 

and prowess could increase his personal possessions,,,24 which began to 

include women. The Judeo-Christian tradition, for the most part, con-

tinues with that lopsided outlook. God, the Father, like Sutpen, 

creates the cosmos alone, and he is a god of Justice whose love, it it 

exists at all, is conditional and full of laws to be obeyed, or broken 

and avenged. In Sutpen's case, love, even conditional love, does not 

enter at all in his relationships with his children, representatives 

of abstract ideas: they simply need to fit the pattern. And female 

children, white or black, do not count at all. He can accept Clytie 

because she is never a threat to his design. Judith, though, however 

unwittingly, sides with dark, shadowy Eulalia, the ignored and de-

humanized woman turned bitter and vengeful enemy, and between the two 

of them with the help of Charles and Henry, of course -- they manage 

to turn to dust Sutpen's second attempt at dynasty under the surface 

of which lurk his devouring self-love and insiduous hate of the blacks. 

23Harding, Woman's Mysteries, p. 31. 

24Harding, Woman's Mysteries r p. 31. 
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Susana, for her part, recognizes instinctively the unconditional love 

that mothers bestow on their children: her thoughts of her own mother 

and the sea, the great mother, are filled with tenderness and lyricism. 

In her grave, trying to forget her own loneliness, Susana says on one 

occasion: "Estoy acostada en la misma cama donde murio mi madre hace 

ya muchos anos; sobre el mismo colchon; bajo la misma cobija de lana 

negra con la cual nos envolv{amos las dos para dormir. Entonces yo 

dorm!a a su lado, en un lugarcito que ella me hacIa debajo de sus 

brazos" (p. 79). Remembering her dead mother with her hands crossed 

over her breast, Susana comments: " ••• su viejo pecho amoroso sobre 

el que dorm{ en un tiempo y que me dio de comer y que palpit6 para 

arrullar mis suenos" (p. 81). Her relationship with Bartolome who is 

a demanding and possessive father is antagonistic; they seem to be 

always arguing about her behavior. The idea of incest between the two 

is frequently mentioned among critics although it seems a bit far-

fetched. Its origin lies in Fulgor's assumption that Susana is 

Bartolome's wife rather than daughter because of the way he acts toward 

her: '''Pues por el modo como la trata m~s bien parece su mujer'" 

(p. 85). I think that comment has to do with the way he controls her 

life and orders her about, even sending her down to the dark hole in 

the mines where she encounters the skull instead of treasure. Rulfo 

himself denies incest between them: 

"No existe una relacion incestuosa entre ambos. Bartolome 
era un hombre sumamente codicioso y util:i.zaba a su hija para 
buscar tesoros, pues desconfiaba de los socios. Era un padre 
posesivo al maximo. • • • Por otro lado, el desvalimiento 
de Susana, por su trastorno mental, hace que Bartolome quiera 
protegerla y sobreprotegerla. Susana, al mismo tiempo, es 



muy dependiente de su padre, vive pr1s10nera de 61, sin 
libertad, y, por otra parte, existe en ella una rebeld!a, 
un deseo de liberarse de esa tiran1a. Esto explicar!a su 
reacci6n ante la muerte de Bartolome. Pero la presencia 
de su padre persigue a Susana hasta despuls que 6ste ha 
muerto; eso significa 10 prisionera que estaba de Bar
tolom~."25 

Pedro Paramo, in his turn, chooses to give his affection and his name 

to Miguel, the one son whose behavior is identical to Pedro's in his 
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own youth, and who probably would have inherited Comala from his father 

to continue the same tradition o-f women's exploitation. 

As for the final statements in the two novels regard.ing the 

battle of the sexes, it is Clytie, the black daughter of Sutpen, who 

survives and endures to the end, taking care of Henry the ghost, and 

finally setting fire to the plantation: 

the tragic gnome's face beneath the clean headrag, against a 
red background of fire, seen for a moment between two swirls 
of smoke, looking down at them [the deputy and Rosa]; perhaps 
not even now with triumph and no more of despair than it had 
ever worn, possibly even serene above the melting clapboards 
before the smoke swirled across it again .... " (p. 376). 

In Comala, the cards seem to be stacked against women. The woman part-

ner in the incestuous couple, although symbolic of instinct to such a 

point that, like the octoroon, she is not even given a name, seems 

incapable of decisive action such as Clytie's. In fact, she is de-

pendent on men for survival. When she is afraid th~t Donis has left 

Comala as all the other able-bodied males have, she tries to use sex 

to persuade Juan to take care of her: "'Donis no volvera. Se 10 note 

en los ojos. Estaba esperando que alguien viniera para irse. Ahora 

25 Costa Ros, pp. 72-73. 
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tu te encargaras de ciudarme. 
, 

~O que, no quieres cuidarme? Vente a 

dormir aqu! conmigo'" (p. 60). 

Like the sister, Susana is also dependent on men for her sur-

vival: first on her father and then on Pedro. Her only means to avoid 

the male domination is, like Ellen's in the Faulkner novel, to escape 

into her own private illusion and desire, a fantasy world the major 

images of which are Florencio, whose name suggests everything that is 

the opposite of Pedro's name, and the sea. In fact, it could be said 

that Florencio is a god to Susana, as she herself is a goddess to 

Pedro. He is "the sun god as youthful lover ••• in the figure of 

Xochipilli-Cinteotl" who is "the young god of life, of the morning, 

of procreation, and of foodstuffs, a typical god of the sun, of love, 

and of vegetation. He is a phallic god standing between night and day, 

like the youthful Eros-Amor; he is also the butterfly and the 'flower 

prince,,,26 [emphasis added.J. Rulfo himself, in an interview, says 

that Florencio never existed: "'Florencio no existe. Es una pura 

fantasia de Susana. 
., 

Son deseos de ella, fruto de su fantas~a desvaria-

dora. Nunca conocio a ningun Florencio.' ,,27 Interestingly, the tex-

tual evidence points in the other direction. Pedro, in his 

reminiscences, recalls the following when he remembers trying to lure 

Bartolome to Comala: 

26 

"Le ofrec{ nombrarlo administrador, con tal de volverte aver. 
~y que me contesto? 'No hay respuesta --me decla siempre el 
mandadero--. El seffor don Bartolome rompe sus cartas cuando 

Neumann, The Great Mother 9 p. 196. 

27 Costa Ros, p. 36. 



yo se las entrego.' Pero por 
casado y pronto me entere que 
hac {as otra vez compan!a a tu 

el muchacho supe que te hab!as . , 
te hab1as que dado viuda y Ie 
padre" (p. 86). 

In the following fragment, Bartolome and Susana are arp,uing about 

returning to Comala. She has determined to go there to die. Barto-

lome, trying to dissuade Pedro in his attempts, has tried to convince 

him that it is useless to try claiming Susana for his own: '''Le he 

dicho que tu, aunque viuda, sigues viviendo con tu marido, 0 al menos 

as! te comportas'" (p. 88). And finally there is the evidence of 

Susana's memories. She remembers someone, probably the loyal Justina, 

saying "'Florencio ha muerto, senora'" (p. 104). However, whether 

Florencio, Susana's lover and husband, actually existed or not is not 

the essential point. What matters is that he is absent, yet through 

his absence he is most vitally present to Susana. Only the image of 

the sea, as we shall see later is more essential to her than the image 
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of Florencio. Among the critics, Freeman notices that "Susana ••• 

saw in Florencio her moment of paradisal harmony.,,28 Peralta describes 

her as the most vigorous character in the novel who remains a rebel 

against society and against her father, a rebel who "a firma la 

estimacion de su cuerpo, amado y acariciado en otro tiempo, que sus 

recuerdos actualizan y asocian con la sacralidad purificadora del 

mar.,,29 Sommers claims that "she is the only figure whOSE:: memories 

28 Freeman, p. 4/5. 

29Sommers, p. 73. 



include a minimal glimpse of happiness, although significantly it is 

happiness encased in insanity.,,30 

Sommers could have added "and a sense of sin" to what he says 

above. Even in her dreams 'of Florencio Susana cannot escape the 

notion that life is "pecado;" she is that much controlled by the con

ditional and judgmental parody of love displayed by her father. At 
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the bottom of the shaft down which she is lowered by Bartolome, she 

encounters a skeleton instead of treasure. She is initiated symboli

cally into death, not life, and discovers fear, alienation, and despair 

instead of regeneration of spirit. Rulfo, like Faulkner, inverts the 

traditional mythic patterns of our culture. Old myths are no longer 

viable for him, as they are not for the American writer. When Demeter 

descends into the underworld in search of her daughter Kora t she re

turns with a message of the renewal of life. The Biblical Susana, 

accused unjustly by the elders, is exhonerated. This Susana is sacri

ficed to her father's greed and lack of concern for her well being. 

Even after he is dead, he stalks her in the shape of a stealthy cat. 

The first descent of Susana may well have been the origin of her 

madness. Her second descent, from the mountains to Comala, which 

terminates in her death, does not even bring her the ultimate release 

of nothingness: she is tormented even in her grave. It is no wonder, 

then, that she defends herself with sensuous memories of her brief 

days of relatedness with Florencio; even at the hour of her death those 

images are intermixed with images of a God of wrath, not mercy. "'Tengo 

3OSommers, p. 73. 



1a boca 11ena de tierra'" appears contrapuntally with '" Tengo 1a boca 

11ena de t:i, de tu boca'" (p. 118). "'E1 tuetano de nuestros huesos 

convertido en 1umbre y las venas de nuestra sangre en hi10s de fuego, 

haciendonos dar reparos de incre!b1e dolor; no menguado nunca; ati?.ado 

siempre por 1a ira del Senor'" is juxtaposed by a reference to F10-
, 

rencio: "'E1 me cobijaba entre sus brazos. Me daba amor'" (P. 118). 

No wonder that she is invulnerable to Pedro, in spite of his worldly 

power, by remaining, in spite of her sensual imagery, essentially vir-

ginal and untouched by him, truly absent in spite of being physically 

in the center of Pedro's world. In fact, there is an accumulation of 

absences which also are presences in the novel. In one sense, Susana 

does not exist; F10rencio does not exist; Pedro Paramo does not exist: 

Susana certainly does not see him, and Juan Preciado, led by his own 

illusion to find his father, finally in his disillusion calls him 
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'" A1guien que no existe '" (p. 12). Consequently, Comala does not exist, 

since it is a creation of Pedro. Nevertheless, they all are ideas and 

ideals that "ought" to exist since they are present in the inaginations 

of those who desire them to be real. What is most important at this 

point is that Susana's essential absence already pronounces Pedro's own 

absence, to be discussed later. 

Physically, though, Susana is still in her room in the Media 

Luna, although her mind is on F10rencio. She is talking to God: 

"I Sellor, tu no existes! Te .led! tu proteccion para 61. Que 
me 10 cuidaras. Eso te ped1. Pero tu te ocupas nada mas de 
las a1mas. Y 10 que yo quiero de e1 es su cuerpo. Desnudo 
y caliente de amort hirviendo de deseos; estrujando e1 temblor 
de mis senos y de mis brazos. Mi cuerpo transparente suspen
dido del suyo. Mi cuerpo 1iviano sostenido y sue1to a sus 



fuerzas. l,Que hare ahora con mis labios sin su boca para 
llenarlos? (,Que hare de mis adoloridos labios'.l''' (p. 105). 

Pedro's imagining that this woman is "not of this world" is merely 

laughable, if it were not true in a sense not intended by him. Ulti-

mately, however, she does not exist for Florencio, just as Margarita, 

the servant girl, does not exist for Pedro. What remains for her is 

the love of the eternally constant sea which replaces lover, father, 
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God. Because of its crucial importance in understanding Susana I shall 

quote nearly the entire fragment: 

It .... El [Florencio] me siguio el primer d{a y se sintio solo 
" a pesar de estar yo al11. 

"--Es como si fueras un 'pico feo', uno mas entre todos 
--me dijo--. Me gustas mas en las noches, cuando estamos 
los dos en la misma almohada, bajo las sabanas, en la 
oscuridad. 

tty se rue. 

"Volvi yo. Volveria siempre. El mar moja mis tobillos y 
~e va; moja mis rodillas, mis muslos; rodea mi cintura con su 
brazo suave, da vuelta sobre mis senos; se abraza de mi 
cuello; aprieta mis hombros.. Entonces me hun do en el, entera. 
Me entrego a 61 en su fuerte batir, en su suave poseer, sin 
dejar pedazo. 

"--Me gusta bailarmE:\ en el mar --le dije. 

"Pero el no 10 comprende. 

tty al otro d:la estaba otra vez en el mar, purificandome. 
Entregandome a sus olas" (p. 100). 

This fragment has two striking aspects. First, the image of 

Florencio and Susana in their bed in the obscurity of the night is 

very reminiscent of Eros and Psyche in their bed, reaffirming the idea 

of Florencio as a god. Second, the sense of abandon, the autoerotic 

quality Susana of the sea-green eyes experiences in the sea relates 
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her to the various symbols of the feminine principle al~eady discussed. 

She is Xochiquetzal, goddess of love and sin. She is R moon goddess 

in her madness, her lunacy, for whom the lit candle is like the per

petual sacred fire "kept burning in the temple,,31 by Pedro. She is 

also a siren, self-absorbed and dangerous to Pedro, since she belongs, 

ultimately, to the sea. In many ways representing woman at the in-

stinctive level, daemonic, cold, not quite human, Susana ~ guilty of 

killing Comala, of making it unreal, by destroying Pedro. What she 

does with the human skeleton in the hole in the mines is eerily remi-

niscent of what happens to Pedro in the final lines of the novel: "El 

cadaver se deshizo en canillas; la quijada se desprend{o como si fuera 

de azucar. Le fue dando pedazo a pedazo hasta que llego a los dedos 

de los pies y le entrego coyuntura tras coyuntura. Y la calavera 

primero; aquella bola redonda que se deshizo entre sus manos" (p. 95). 

It is likely that Pedro, the rock, is no more than a candy skull of 

the All Saints' day in Susana's hands. 

Pedro Paramo's name which is also the title of the novel 

already indicates the essential nothingness of the protagonist and his 

world. A paramo is dry, cold, barren land. Pedro himself, immobile 

like a rock, petrified, inflexible, incapable of change, never leaves 

the circle of his created Comala and is the rock upon which it stands; 

when he disintegrates, so does his Comala. He is not only a parody 

of st. Peter the rock upon which the Church stands, the security of 

his people; he is also an inversion of st. P~ter with his keys to 

31Harding, Woman's Mysteries, p. 132. 
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heaven. The keys which Pedro holds in his hands are the keys that open 

the door to hell; appropriately, the major metaphors for Comala after 

Pedro has decided to destrqy it are dust, heat, and inferno iwages. 

"Pedro," writes Octavio Paz, tIel fundadoI', la piedra, el origen, el 

padre, guardian y senor del para:(so, ha muerto; Paramo es su anti guo 

jard{n, hoy llano seco, sed y sequ:(a, cuchicheo de sombras y eterna 

incomunicacion. El jard!n del Senor: el Paramo de Pedro.,,32 He- is 

rock, desert, dust. He is also the Aztec sacrificial stone knife 

which cuts out the victim's heart; all of Comala is his victim while 

he himself is a victim of the image of Susana, his own creation, and 

of unpredictable real reality. 

Thomas Sutpen is also made of stone. He is often referred to 

as '" the rocklike Sutpen'" (p. 97). He, too, is immoveable like a 

rock after he has chosen the cold, rational, calculating approach to 

l:tfe, totally refusing the way of love or relatedness. While Paramo 

has the ability to desire a woman, however idealized, Sutpen is totally 

incapable of any relationship with a woman, or for that matter with any 

human. This essential lack in him is indicated in the title of the 

novel, an allusion to the Biblical story of the house of David. The 

stories of David and Thomas Sutpen run parallel until the deaths of the 

sons. At that point, when David hears of Absalom's death, he exhibits 

remorse and sorrow: "0 my son Absalom would God I had died for thee, 

o Absalom, my son, my son." When Judith tells Sutpen that Henry has 

killed Charles, he seems to mourn neither the death of one nor the 

3~az, Corri,E>nte al terna, p. 18. 
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absence of the other. Instead, he worries about his created space which 

is dissolving. His hundred square miles reduced to only a few after 

the chaos and the disaste~ of the Civil War which affected Sutpen's 

world much more than the Revolution touched Pedro's, he opens a country 

store and, having learned nothing from the results of Eulalia's rejec

tion, proceeds to outrage Rosa by suggesting to her that they marry 

only if a male child is born to her. After Rosa's abrupt departure 

from the Sutpen house, he sets out to seduce Milly, Wash Jones' grand

daughter. His world crumbling all around him, he cannot acc~pt the 

multiple evidence which is proving that his faith in his elusive design 

is unfounded. He is an inverted Doubting Thomas, just as Paramo is an 

inverted St. Peter. 

In Pedro Paramo Susana's psychic unavailability is an absence, 

although physically she inhabits the innermost center of Paramo's 

created world. Absence, illusion, desire of Pedro, she is an empti

ness, a nothingness. That means that like Sutpen, who is possessed by 

his design which is an abstraction, an emptiness, Paramo is also filled 

with nothing. Created out of a lack, a desire, a void, empty at the 

core, the worlds of Sutpen and Paramo are unreal and their collapse 

is unavoidable. 



CHAPTER 5 

COLLAPSE OF THE WORLD OF DESIRE AND 
WHAT REMAINS 

Thomas Sutpen is aware that Milly is his last chance for the 

acquisition of his ever-elusive heir, symbol of the completion of his 

design. Like P~amo, who was going to defeat time by avoiding his 

father's fate, Sutpen tries to defeat it by attempting to engender a 

third son. However, now he is in his sixties: 

Mad impotent old ~ who realized .!! last ~ there must E!. 
~ limi t ~ .i2. .!h! capabilities of !! demon for doing ~, 
who .!!lust have ~ his situation ~ ~ of the ~ girl, 
the ~, who realizes that the principle sic tune she 
prances comes not from horn and fiddle and drum but from a 
clock and calendar, must have seen himself as the old worn
out cannon which realizes that it can deliver just one more 
fierce shot and crumble to dust in its own furious blast and 
recoil ••• (p. 181). 

After a lifetime, ironically, Sutpen has come full circle to the start-

ing point, except that now he realizes he has little time left, and 

Milly's pregnancy is his last opportunity for a male heir. However, 

reali ty in the guise of woman and Sutpen himself j.n the guise of Wash 

Jones defeat him, destroying the dream of dynasty. Milly gives birth 

to a girl child. Compulsively, Sutpen humiliates her: ""'Well, Milly; 

too bad you're not a mare too. Then I could give you a decent stall 

in the stable"'" (p. 286). Wash Jones, who has always worshiped Sutpen, 

and when Milly became pregnant thought that Sutpen would ""'make hit 
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right"'" (p. 284), overhears him. Outraged, affronted, Wash picks up 

a rusty scythe and mows Sutpen down. In one sense, of course, Wash and 

the scythe, which is moon-shaped, represent Kronos, Time. More subtly, 

. though, Wash, whose morality "'was a good deal like Sutpen's,'" (p. 2R7) 

represents Sutpen himself. He is the fourteen-year-old Thomas in the 

guise of an old man who this time chooses the irrational, emotional 

solution to the affront: to kill the offender. Wash is what Sutpen 

would have been without his plantation, still barefoot and awed, and 

accepting for a long time what Sutpen refused to accept at the start: 

not being allowed to the front door of the mansion. "Jones. • • 

before '61 had not even been allowed to approach the front of the house 

and ••• during the next four years got no nearer than the kitchen 

door" (p. 183) because black Clytie would not allow him even into the 

kitchen. 

The most significant aspect of the final scenes of Sutpen's 

life, however, is in my opinion his second epiphany: self-recognition, 

self-knowledge, at last. None of the commentators on the novel suggest 

it. For example, Longley considers Sutpen to be "a Faust figure of 

fully tragic proportions"l but missing "the quality of self-knowledge.,,2 

Brooks believes that "Sutpen never really acquires wisdom, for he never 

loses his innocence. He will never learn. The figure of Time with his 

scythe never received a more grim embodiment than it does in the 

grizzled Wash Jones raising his rusty implement to strike Sutpen 

1 Longley, p. 157. 

~ongley, p. 182. 



down.,,3 I believe that, like Conrad's Kurtz at the very end, Sutpen 

does learn what he has become, and through this epiphany does reach a 

sort of "salvation by recognition.,,4 At the moment his illusion of 

himself and the world is shattered, he sees himself for what he has 

become, and using his relentless will he deliberately goads Wash Jones 

into killing him. He wants to die because he realizes that he has 

become the unfeeling plantation owner. At the last moment he recog-

nizes the power of emotion. He warns Wash not to touch him, then hits 

the man twice across his face with a whip. Their origins are the same; 

they both were born into the poor white class= He knows how Wash is 

going to react. Jones, now not only insulted but also enraged, picks 

up the scythe. 

Sutpen dies by the scythe; Paramo is killed by a similar in-

strument, the knife. Actually, though, his last deliberate act of 

will occurs immediately after Susana's death. I do not agree with 

several critics who see him as a totally passive figure. Merrell says 

that "Torn by his inability to reach Susana San Juan and broken by the 

loss of his son Miguel, he falls into a state of inactivity. Aware 

of his tragic destiny, he succumbs to it passively.,,5 Freeman sees 

him as a puppet figure who is, like the other characters, unable to 

alter his fate.6 It is true that Pedro is not able to alter the fact 

3Brooks, Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 308. 

4Lewis, p. 117. 

5Merrell, "The Dialectic of Cosmologies," p. 292. 

6 Freeman, p. 5/9. 
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of Susana's death, but he certainly is capable of altering the fate of 

the whole town. Unable to strike out at death itself he chooses to 

destroy Comala by directing his rage against its inhabitants. While 

the Media Luna is dark and silent now that its goddess has abandoned 

it, the town, after three days of listening to the clamor of the church 

bells, which also attracts outsiders (the temenos, the magic circle, 

is broken) erupts into a spontaneous fiesta. Pedro, outraged, swears 

revenge: "'Me cruzare de brazos y Coma1a se morira de hambre'" 
I 

(p. 121). That is exactly what he does, and that is exactly what hap-

pens. He has created a world and he deliberately destroys it because 

it no longer means anything to him. God-like, he created the garden 

of Comala and now makes it a wilderness, a desert. For the next twelve 

years he sits by the gate of the Media Luna, facing the road which 

leads to the cemetery, reverted to his early pattern of doing nothing 

and dreaming of Susana and, now, talking to her. Ironically, while 

she was in the Media Luna, he was never able to talk to her; he only 

stood in the doorway of her room and witnessed her dissolution. Now, 

while he had hoped that she would make him forget the other deaths, 

'~io como se sacud{a e1 para!so dejando caer sus hojas: 'Todos escogen 

el mismo camino. Todos se van'" (p. 128). Father. Mother. Miguel. 

Susana. Paramo, like Sutpen, ends up exactly where he started facing 

exactly what he spent a lifetime to avoid: helplessness when. con-

fronted with implacable reality. 

Both Comala and Pedro Paramo symbolically could be the equiv-

alents of the Grail and the Fisher King legend. The Grail is often 



referred to "as a stone" or "as a food bearing dish," and is usually 

associated with the Fisher King, "guardian of the Grail," who is 

"mortally ill." "His country, like himself, is sick, dried up, barren." 

The King "suffers perpetual sickness, being neither dead nor alive, but 

suspended in a half-state between life and death, until the mystery of 

the Grail should be revealed to a mortal man, who has achieved that 

illumination through his courage and endurance," so that the land could 

become fertile again.? To compare, both the comal and the valley of 

Comala are round shaped (and also hot). The comal is made of stone 

and tortillas are prepared on it. The name Pedro evokes, among others, 

the image of Peter the fisherman who became Peter the head of the 

Church, and a paramo is, of course, dry and barren. Pedro Paramo, 

guardian of Comala, sitting at the gate of the Media Luna, now like 

Job counting his disasters, for all of those years after Susana's 

death 9 2:!! between life and death. The ranch, the Media Luna, by its 

shape resembles the comal also and, since the moon at that phase is 

half-light and half-dark, suggests half-life and half-death. Then 

Pedro dies, and the land still is desolate. Juan Preciado, who could 

have been the hero to redeem it, has neither the endurance nor the 

vitality to survive in Comala, let alone make the land bloom again. 

In fact, it is not Juan but Abundio, one of many of P~ramo's 

illegitimate children, in a sense representing all the people whom 

Pedro abandons when he decided to fold his arms and let Comala die, 

who is the instrument of. his father's death. He is to Paramo what 

?Harding, Woman's Mysteries, p. 139. 
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Charles Bon is to Sutpen, although Bon himself does not actually kill 

Sutpen. Both are abandoned and denied as sons; both, briefly, as 

infants had been recognized as sons, only to be soon discarded. Just 

as Sutpen had named all of his children, all of the "fecundity of 

dragon's teeth" (p. 62), including Bon, so had Paramo enjoyed baptizing 

his illegitimate children. Abundio tells this to Juan Preciado: "'El 

caso es que nuestras madres nos malparieron en un petate aunque eramos 

hijos de Pedro Paramo. Y 10 mas chistoso es que el nos llevb a 

bautizar'" (pp. 10-11). In another sense, Abundio is similar to Paramo 

himself. He has just lost his woman to death, and the violence he does 

to Pedro is born out of total despair. However, the most remarkable 

aspect of Pedro's death is that he, like his father before him, dies 

arbitrarily. Abundio does not deliberately set out to kill Pedro. 

Drunk, he intends to head for his house: "Luego trat6 de ir derecho 

a su casa donde 10 esperaba la Refugio; pero torci6 el camino y ech6 

a andar calle arriba, saliendose del pueblo por donde 10 llev6 la 

vereda" (p. 125). What Pedro has been trying to escape from all his 

life, meaningless and haphazard death, strikes him as well. In his 

inertia, though, Pedro is not even aware that he has been knifed. 

Nevertheless, the circle collapses. The dust of reality is ultimately 

victorious over the last spark of vitality and desire: '~l sol le 

[Abundio] llegaba por la espalda. Ese sol recien salido, casi fr{o, 

desfigurada por el polvo de la tierra" (p. 126). It is as if all his 

life Paramo had been running in the same place, like in a nightmare. 

Pedro Paramo dies. It had been his desire that had given him 

the tremendous energy to create and to control a world. He has spent 
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so much of himself in that undertaking, that he does not have enough 

force left even to become an "anima en pena" like so many other charac-

terse Dead, he becomes a thing, a pile of rocks: "Dio un golpe seco 

contra 1a tierra y se fue desmoronando como si fuera un mont6n de 

piedras" (p. 129). But his power had been so overwhelming that even 

the dead are obsessed with him. Thomas Sutpen, in his turn, long dead 

himself, still obsesses Rosa and Quentin, and captures the imagination 

of Shreve MCCannon, a total outsider. 

After Sutpen and Paramo have exited into the realm of myth, 

and their structured worlds have collapsed, there still is that which 

remains. Henry Sutpen and Juan Preciado, the two legitimate sons of 

their fathers, but incapable of replacing them, are impotent and 

invisible: Juan, as soon as he enters Coma1a, starts dissolving and 

disappears, becoming a ghost; Henry, hiding in the rotting mansion, is 

equally ghostly and nonexistent. 

First, Henry, who has been conspicuously absent from Sutpen's 

Hundred since the Civil War, returns, now an old man, to the "rotten 

mausoleum," the womb/tomb-like house only to lead a wraith-like exis-

tence there. For several years, protected and fed by Clytie, he lives, 

the son who represents Sutpen's masculine, Logos aspect, upstairs in 

the attic, the "head" of what remains of Sutpen's center. "By living 

alone in an attic, where he can practice stillness and silence, Henry 

manages to become a ghost before he becomes a corpse, and so makes his 

life a long substitute for suicide.,,8 Actually, Henry died when he 

8Minter, p. 158. 



killed his half-brother Charles. At times, in Sutpen's hundred, as in 

Comala, the dead are more real than the living. Remembering Charles 

Bon's burial, Rosa says, "for the fact that he [Henry] was still alive 

[made him] • • • just that much more shadowy than the abstraction 
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[Bon' s body] which we had nailed into a box" (p. 153). Sutpen's desire 

which gave lift to his world is gone, and Henry has no illusions left 

on which to continue: he has simply come home to die. 

Juan Preciado, on the other hand, returns to Comala led by 

illusion. His mother had asked him to go back to demand from Pedro 

Paramo what he owed her and her son. Juan says, "Pero no pense cumplir 

mi promesa. Hasta ahora pronto que comence a llenarme de suefios, a 

darle vuelo a las ilusiones. Y de este modo se me fue formando un 

mundo alrededor de la esperanza que era aquel senor llamado Pedro 

Paramo, el marido de mi madre. Por eso vine a Comala" (p. 7). He is 

here in the role of man as orphan in search of his father, which is 

also a search for himself, and of his home. Without a father he may 

be free but he is also alienated. A number of critics emphasize the 

concept of the search for the father and for paradise lost. Juan, 

who is looking for a father whom he does not know and who does not 

exist, also is looking for the promised land which does not exist or 

rather is a garden-turned-desert, paradise-turned-helle However, the 

search itself is a "way of mastering life by the recovery of home, 

though it might require descent to the land of the dead.,,9 Juan's 

descent into Comala is a conspicuous descent into the land of the dead, 

9Lewis, p. 50. 



a very hot one: "puro calor sin aire" (p. 9). Heat and lack of air 

are oppressive qualities which pursue Juan until the moment of his 

death. Dead Abundio, who is Juan's guide into Comala and who reveals 

himself as another son of Pedro Paramo, describes the town in these 

terms: "'Aquello esta sobre las brasas de la tierra, en la mera boca 

del infierno'" (p. 9). In addition, he tells Juan that no one lives 

in Comala and that P~ramo has been dead for many years. The drain on 

Juan's vi tali ty has begun. The closer he gets to Comala,· the longer 

he stays there, the more confused and dazed and incomprehending he 

becomes. What he finds when he descends into the valley is the very 

opposite of his mother's nostalgic descriptions of it as a "llanura 

verde." Now Comala is desolate, without children playing in the 
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streets, without birds in the air, a "pueblo sin ruidos," with "puertas 

desportilladas, invadidas de yerba" (p. 11), very much like Luvina of 

the short story by the same name. Juan would like to tell his dead 

mother that she sent him "'A un pueblo solitario. Buscando a alguien 

que no existe'" (p. 12), but whose tremendous will and energy, now 

become negative, are still active. These forces are particularly 

destructive to Juan who is, like Charles Bon in his "feminized passive 

10 role," very much his mother's son. He does not have Pedro's nor 

as a matter of fact his half-brother Miguel's potency, vitality, and 

aggressiveness. It is as if a charm has fallen on him; his will and 

his strength eventually become paralyzed. He cannot cope. He cannot 

act. His head is full of a confusion of noises. Although in the 

1°1 . rW1n, 
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town there is only silence, he says that his head "ven{a 11ena de 

ruidos y de voces" (p. 12). His mother had told him that in Comala he 

will hear better 'fila voz de mis recuerdos'" (p. 12), the vision of 

the idealized Comala which is in conflict with Pedro's Comala. Sleep-

ing in the room at Eduviges' house where Aldrete was hanged, Juan hears 

the echoes of the murder without understanding what it is all about. 

In a sense, it is the conflicting past that kills him, just as the 

past kills Faulkner's Quentin Compson. In the present, Juan, dis-

i11usioned and therefore passive, too sick with fever, too exhausted 

psychically, is too wea.1t to mate .-'t1i th the incestuous sister and to 

generate a child. Befumo Boschi sees Juan's rebirth through the puri-

11 fication of fire occurring in the couple's house since it is there 

that "se efectua e1 cambio de Juan Preciado: no s610 esta muerto, 

12 sino sabe que esta muerto." I am unable to accept that conclusion. 

First, his knowing that he is dead seems to be no more significant 

than Dorotea's knowing that she is dead, or Susana's for that matter. 

Second, he does not die in the couple's house. He stumbles out of the 

house, reaches the center of town, and before Damiana can take him to 

the Media Luna which by right is his, dies of suffocation in an atmos-

phere in which he cannot breathe, thus bringing to stasis, to a dead 

end, the future of the house of Paramo. In any case, the Media Luna 

now is related to the dark side of the moon and to dead Pedro as dead 

l~efumo Boschi, p. 192. 

12gefumo Boschi, p. 228. 



rock; it is a dead center without a light, without life of its own. 

Juan, after the discomforts of the houses of Eduviges and the :i.nces-

tuous pair, now is quite comfortable -- if unredeemed -- in the house 

of his grave, with Dorotea's or it could be Doroteo's body (Juan: 

,It l,'Dices que te llamas Doroteo?'" Dorotea: '" Da 10 mismo.. Aunque 

mi nombre sea Dorotea. Pero da 10 mismo.'" [p. 62J) huddled against 

him. His search for his father and therefore for his place in the 

universe has resulted in death, a return comparable to Henry's suici-

dal return home: "the ultimate regressive act -- the suicidal return 

to the womb, the sexual reentry into Mother Death, an act that oblit-

erates the difference between male and female, subject and object, 

conscious and unconscious, animate and inanimate.,,13 

Comala, the cosmos abandoned by its god, also appears to be 

at a dead end since it is a moribund place. Pedro, who had been like 

the ancient gods of Mexico, unknown, inhuman, alien to man,14 who had 

been like the sun that gave life to his world, albeit requiring bloody 

sacrifices from his people, has absented himself after his goddess had 
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left, and his heirs are all dead. Carlos Fuentes says that the his

tory of Indian Mexico is a history "de una ausencia y de una espera.,,15 

In Comala, the absence is evident, but there seems to be no one, not 

another cacique such as Miguel would have been, not even an oppressor 

13Irwin, p. 91 

14 Carlos Fuentes, Los reinos originarios (Barcelona: Barrall Editores, 
1971), p. 12. 

15Fuentes, Los reinos originarios, p. 14. 
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from outside like Cortes who built Mexico on the ruins of Tenochtitlan, 

to take Paramo's place and to rebuild Comala. Everyone leaves it; no 

one, except for the ill-fated heir Juan, arrives. 

However, besides a few old men and women, there is one sur-

viving couple in the wilderness and the desert that Comala has become. 

They are Donis and his unnamed sister, naked, living together as man 

and wife, easily and by many compared to Adam and Eve, the original 

pair, but no longer the edenic pair. It is easier to see Florencio 

and Susana, playing naked by the sea, as the original couple before 

the Fall, while these two live in sin, and have already been cast out 

of the Garden; or rather, they have never seen the Garden, and they 

know that they are not the first but the last. They live in a house 

"con la mitad del techo cai'da. Las tejas en el suelo. El techo en el 

suelo" (p. 50). The sister feels guilty about her relationship with 

her brother, but she is also aware that their circumstances are ex-

treme. When the bishop, passing through town, had condemned them, she 

says, "'Yo Ie quise decir que la vida nos hab{a juntado, acorralandonos 

y puesto uno junto al otro. 
, ~, . 

Estabamos tan solos aqu1, que los Ull1COS 

eramos nosotros. Y de algUn modo hab:La que poblar el pueblo'" (p. 56). 

Carlos Fuentes calls them "esa pareja de hermanos edenicos que duermen 

juntos en el lodo de la creacion para iniciar otra vez la generacion 

humana en el desierto de Comala. • • They are the inheritors of 

a ruined \"lorld attempting to survive in a desolate cosmos half IUlder 

16 Fuentes, La nueva novela, p. 16. 
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the open sky and half under roof. Unlike other characters in the novel, 

they have no illusions, but live facing stark reality, busy with the 

essentials of physical survival: food and shelter. Most critics see 

them as symbols of Rulfo's pessimistic Weltanschauung and compare 

Donis (Donis/Adan) to fallen Adam. Freeman, for example, sees as hope-

less "Comala's barren sterility even several years after the cacique's 

death, and the totality of guilt weighing on the townspeople."l? He 

considers the myth of the fall as "consumated" at this point in the 

events. "Man and environment," he writes, "have returned to dust, to 

remain in that condition perpetually.,,18 To Freeman, the fallen por-

tion of the roof and the nudity of the couple indicate a "reenactment 

of the original fall,,,19 that of Adam and Eve. I prefer to equate 

Donis to another mythic figure and to claim that the situation is not 

as hopeless as it may seem. 

Donis, to me, is comparable to Adonis, the nature and vegeta-

tion god, whose resurrection is cyclic, repeated every year. The 

union between him and his sister can be compared to the union of the 

masculine and the feminine principles, the hieros gamos, particularly 

since Donis is like the sun -- he is gone all night and returns in the 

morning -- and his sister is like the moon, remaining in the house at 

night, and preferring night time to day. The pair also is like the 

l?Freeman, p. 2/21. 

18 Freeman, p. 3/80. 

19 Freeman, p. 2/11. 



two faces, the masculine and the feminine, of the old Toltec god 

Ometeotl, discussed in Le6n-Portilla's Los antiguos mexicanos. 20 In 
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one hymn he is addressed as both the mother and the father of the gods: 

Madre de los dioses, padre de los dioses, e1 dios viejo, 
tendido en e1 ombligo de la tierra, 
metido en un encierro de turquesas. 
El que esta en las aguas color de p~jaro azul, 

/ e1 que esta encerrado en nubes, 
el dios viejo, el que habita en los [sic] sombras 
de la regi6n de los muertos, 
el se~or del fuego y del ~0.2l 

The valley of Comala, surrounded by mountains, is circular like the 

center or the navel of the cosmos, and Donis with his sister certainly 

inhabit a region of the dead in an atmosphere of extreme heat. They 

may be starting a new cycle of time beginning with year one. Violeta 

Peralta sees their house as "un Centro cosmico,,22 and believes that in 

the incesutous couple "se encarna la coincidencia de oEuestos repre-

sentada por la androginia de la pareja primordial de la que hablan 

casi todas las tradiciones y que es la expresi6n del equilibrio 

perfecto y de la totalidad del ser.,,23 However, she sees the possi-

bility of transcendence in Juan who is "la promesa del hombre nuevo 

que ha de llegar enunciando la superacian del parricidio y la devas

tacion.,,24 I, on the other hand, see hope in the couple. 

20Miguel Le6n-Portilla, Los anti as mexicanos a traves a sus cronicas 
y cantares (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 19 1 , p. 139. 

2~e6n-portilla, p. 141. 

2~eralta9 p. 80. 

23peralta, pp. 81-82. 

24 Peralta, p. 83. 



Although Donis and his sister are breaking perhaps the strict-

est human taboo there is, religious prostitution and religious incest 

have been practiced: "The custom of religious prostitution was 

practiced particularly by the royal women of Greece and Asia Minor. 

The king was then regarded as an incarnation of the god, and his sis-

ters and daughters, by becoming priestesses and mating with him, 

relived with him the myth of the union of Aphrodite and Adonis.,,25 

This mating of go.d and goddess, man and woman, secured '" the frui tful-

26 ness of the ground and the increase of man and beast.'" If there 

ever was a land that needed fruitfulness and increase in the human 

population, Comala is that land. The sister seems to recognize this 

fact instinctively. She even may he the personification of the imper-

sonal female instinct -- she has no name -- for which propagation is a 

basic drive. She mates with her brother because there is no other 

male available. When Juan comes, she tries to seduce him. George 

Freeman claims that she "actively seduces John Preciadoe,,27 He says, 

"The symbolism of the fall is complete when the sister figure, as Eve-

temptress seduces Juan and then dissolves into the dust and mud from 

28 which she was made." As a matter of fact, Freeman believes that 

she dies. 29 Costa Ros echoes him when he says "y la hermana de 

25Harding, Woman's Mysteries, p. 135. 

26H dO ar ~ng, Woman's M;x:steries, p. 135. 

27Freeman, p. 4/14. 

28 
5/3. Freeman, p. 

29Freeman, p. 4/18. 
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Donis ••• se ha deshechoo,,30 I see no evidence in the text either 

of successful seduction or of the woman's death. The sister and Donis 

discuss putting Juan in the only bpd in the house. The woman says, 

"'Debemos acostarlo en la cama. Mira como tiembla, de seguro tiene 

fiebre'" (p. 58). Jue~ loses the sense of time. He wakes up at night 

on the bed, "Una mujer roncando a mi lado" (p. 59). They address each 

other with "usted." Later, she invites him to the bed again, this 

time with seduction in mind. When he refuses, she says that the ticks 

will eat him if he does not sleep on the bed. '~ntonces fui y me 

acoste con ella" (p. 61), sa.ys Juan. My claim is that Juan is too ill 

to have sexual relations with anyone. The next time he wakes up, he 

is already in the process of beginning to die. To him, the woman's 

snores seem like the death rattle and she seems to dissolve: 

El calor me hizo despertar al filo de la medianoche. Y e1 
sudor. El cuerpo de aquella mujer hecho de tierra, envuelto 
en costras de tierra, se desbarataba como si estuvlera 
derritiendose en un charco de lodo. Yo me sentia nadar 
entre el sudor que chorreaba de ella y me falt6 el aire que 
se necesita para respirar. Entonces me levante. La mujer 
dorm{a. De su boca borbotaba un ruido de burbujas muy 
parecido al del estertor. 

Sali a la calle para busCdT el aire; pero el calor que 
me perseguia no se despegaba de mi. 

Y es que no hab{a aire • . . 
No habia aireD Tuve que sorber el mismo aire que salfa 

de mi boca, deteniendolo con las manos antes de que se fuera. 
Lo sentia ir y venir, cada vez menos; hasta que se hizo tan 
delgado que se filtro entre mis dedos para siempre (p. 61). 

30 Costa Ros, p. 78. 
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Juan dies. There is no more mention of Donis' sister. Donis himself 

and Dorotea find Juan's body the next morning in the town plaza. The 

sister's snoring is mentioned twice by Juan. There never is any 

indication that she is sick. Even her attempt to seduce Juan implies 

health, not sickness. Even mentally, underneath her guilt for sleep

ing with her brother, there hides a refreshing innocence: when the 

bishop comes to condemn her and her brother, she asks him to marry 

them. She will survive, in spite of the guilt provided by the church. 

That suggests that the cycle of human life will continue; and that in 

having to deal with the bone-hard reality, with -the essentials of 

survival, the incestuous couple will be kept busy. Compared to the 

rigidity of an authoritarian system, these two are flexible. Tradition 

has disappeared with Paramo's and Renter{a's disappearance. Actually, 

by letting himself be killed by Abundio, Paramo, the patr6n, relin

quished that role. Since the way of life of power, authority, and 

despotism did not work, and now is dead, perhaps these two can be the 

initiators of something new. Provided they do not have babies born 

with tails or as congenital idiots. 

The ultimate "heir" of Thomas Sutpen i!! an idiot, though not 

as a result of incest. Whereas Paramo the god wanted Susana the god

dess, and Rulfo's world has at least a couple, a man and a woman, as 

its inheritors, in the Faulkner novel Sutpen the god creates his world 

all by himself and, correspondingly, leaves only a single male descen

dent. Jim Bond, great-grandson of Sutpen, grandson of Charles Bon, 

is a saddle-colored mulatto, truly, literally innocent, truly free, 
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incapable of having illusions, a solitary Adam in another abandoned 

world, and he howls. His name, so different from the aristocratic-

sounding Charles Bon, Charles the Good, is Bond, bonded slave, the 

ultimate victim of Thomas Sutpe:n. -- although consciously he is not 

aware of the various denials that had preceded him, he howls as if 

he too knew that he is one of the dark rejected Sutpens -- but also 

a bond between the two races\ whol3e blood he bears, binding them to-

gether. What Sutpen was going to avoid at all costs happened: for 

his hate and contempt for the blacks, reality gave him a black to 
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represent his line, his blood. While Sutpen used everyone, blaelt"" arm, "-

white, son and stranger, no one can use this one for anything because 

he is an idiot. Olga Vickery concludes that, "Within the design, 

whether Sutpen's or the South's, only the Jim Bonds have the possi-

bility of surviving •• • • Lacking reason, this last descendant of 

Sutpen is incapable of realizing that he is colored or that there are 

social conventions which define his position with respect to other 

men. • •• It is because the South cannot control him that he can 

outlast the South.,,31 She continues, "the only one who is not forced 

to decide between the claims of humanity and society, the only one 

who is not destroyed by the very necessity of choosing is the idiot 

who possesses nothing which can be destroyed. • •• He alone has 

perfect freedom and scope to be himself, and all he can be is an 

·d· t ,,32 1 10 • Shre'iTe says to Quentin: 

3lVickery, ppe 99-100. 

3~ickery, p. 100. 

'''You've got one nigger left. 
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One nigger Sutpen left. Of course you can't catch him and you don't 

even always see him and you never will be able to use him. But you've 

got hilll there still. You still hear him at n:l.t.!;ht sometimeso Don't 

you""" (p 378) , . . Moreover~ with Bond, Sutpen's one-sidedness, his 

denial of his emotional aspect, has insidiously fallen into its oppo

site: his heir, the minClless Sutpen can express only emotion; "wraith

like and insubstantial" (p. 375), the reverse of the rocklike Sutpen y 

he expresses it by bellowing. The only time he exhibits reason is when 

he sees Clytie's face inside the burning mansion which she has de-

liberately set on fire thinking that the deputy has come to take Henry 

away: 

and he, Jim Bond, the scion, the last of his race, seeing it 
too now and howling with human reason now since now even he 
could have known what he was howling about. But they couldn't 
catch him. They could hear him; he didn't seem to ever get 
any further away but they couldn't get any nearer and maybe 
in time they could not even locate the direction any more of 
the howling (p. 376). 

Then, " ••• t.he house collapsed and roared away, and there was only 

the sound of the idiot negro left" (p. 376). And the tombstone, to 

outlast all the Sutpens, an object hard, concrete, durable, and nearly 

permanent, as Sutpen's dynasty was not. 

Although the image of purging by fire is frequently used in 

literature and otherwise to signify purification, cleansing before a 

renewal -- for example, the Aztecs used to smash and burn objects every 

fifty-two years, and the notion that things and ideas shouJd be "de

stroyed at set intervals" was common in nineteenth century America33 

33r,ewis, p. 19. 
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-- it would be difficult to apply in Absalom, Absalom! and Pedro Paramo 

although Comala, with its heat, is comparable to a purgatory, a word 

related to purging, and the mansion, the heart of Sutpen's created 

world, is consumed by flames. If there is a suggestion of redemption, 

however, and I think there is, it lies in the inheritors of the two 

worlds. The incestuous couple simply by surviving without the old 

order and remaining in Comala offer hope. In the Faulkner novel, Jim 

Bond appears to be a very ironic figure: the ultimate descendant of 

the house of David was J0SUS while Bond is that of the house of Sutpen. 

However, what Shreve says of Jim Bond, half jokingly, is valid: 

"I think that in time the Jim Bonds are going to conquer the 
western hemisphere. Of course it won't quite be in our time 
and of course as they spread toward the poles they will 
bleach out &gain like the rabbits and the birds do, so they 
won't show up so sharp against the snow. But it will still 
be Jim Bond; and so in a few thousand years, I who regard 
you will also have sprung from the loins of African kings" 
(p. 378). 

Moreover, the following statement applies both to Donis and his sister 

and to Jim Bond: "Always, that supreme value which has power to redeem 

either the individual or the world appears first in humble and despised 

form.,,34 

An incestuous couple and an idiot. A tombstone and a pile of 

rocks. In the play of dust and desire, reality and illusion, dust is 

clearly the victor: just as it covers the sun on the occasion of Pedro 

Paramo's death, it is the key image at the beginning of the telling 

of Sutpen's tale by Miss Rosa. She evokes the figure of Thomas Sutpen 

34Harding, Psychic Energy, p. 215. 



"out of the biding and dreamy and victorious dust" (p. 8). Sutpen's 

square temenos is destroyed, its people dispersed. The circle of 

Comala may regenerate through the last and yet original pair, but it 

no longer will be Pedro's Comala. Nevertheless, Sutpen and Paramo 

will live on in the other dimension, that of myth. 
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